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THE SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY,
INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 80 Glasgow, Ky. 42142-0080
ON THE COVER
The young soldier on our cover is Thomas R. Mason. He is
shovm in the uniform which his wife made for him, at the
age of 26 years. More may be learned about his Civil War
adventures in this issue.
MR. AND MRS. T. R. MASON
Wcio celebrated the Fiftieth Anniversary of
Their Marriage Tuesday
Quietly and without formalities of any kind, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Mason will today
celebrate the golden anniversary of their marriage. It had been their intention
to hold a fainily reunion, but sickness in one branch of the family caused this to
be abandoned.
On October 8, 1857, Mr. Thos. R. Mason and Miss Victoria Taylor were united in
marriage at Barren Plains, Tenn. Both were natives of Robertson County, Tennessee,
and they continueci to reside in that county for the ten years following their
marriage, except daring the time the young husband was a soldier in the Confederate
Ariny. He enlisted in the Third Kentucky Cavalry in Co. G., under Capt. Dortch. He
was attached to Gen. Jos. E. Johnson's army and for two and ohe-half years followed
that intrepid leader into the fierce campaigns in Tennessee and Georgia. He fought
in the battles of Chicamauga, Lookout Mountain, Missionary Ridge, and in the campaign
around Atlanta.
He was wounded in the leg at Milton, Tenn. In 186? l-ir. Mason moved his family to
Adairville, Ky., where he continued to reside until 1905 when he came to Hopkinsville
and became bookkeeper for Dal ton Bros., the brick contractors, who are his nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. I-Iason have four sons and one daughter, and six grandchildren. Arthur B.
Mason, the oldest son, lives at Nashville, Tennj Percy B. still resides at Adairville,
Ky., where he has a family consisting of a wife and three children; Beler B. lives at
Springfield, Tenn., and has a vdfe and one child; Frank lives at Pembroke, Ky., and
he too has a \^ife and one child. The only daughter, Cora, is the wife of Dr. J. Hill
Smith, of this city, with whom Mr. and Mrs. Mason make their home at the corner of
Virginia and Thirteenth streets. The Smiths have one child.
Mr. T. R. Mason's brother, Mr,
reside here.
M. C. Mason and wife and also Mr. R. 0. Mason and wife
Other relatives in this city are the families of George E. Dalton, T. M. Dalton, Mrs.
H. M, Dalton, Lucian H. Davis, and G. E. Dalton, Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason are both lifelong members of the Baptist Church. Mr. Mason is a
member of the Odd Fellows and Knights of Honor.
The worthy couple are not yet troubled with the infirmaties of age, but in excellent
health and apparantly have before them many more years of their happy life. They
have many friends here and elsevrhere who congratulate them upon having lived to
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of their wedding d^ and v;ho will unite in wishing
for them the privilege of celebrating their Diamond Wedding in 1932.
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"A PLHSOliAL Ifl.STOPY OF THE CIVIL V.'AR"
bv T. R. Mason
CHAPTER 1.
In i860 when Abraham Lincoln was elected President, it brought about a crisis in the politi
cal world that had never before existed. For several years prior to this time the North and
the South had been having spats in the Congressional Hallas, and so intense were the feelings
that manbers of Congress actually caine to blows. This was the feeling when Mr. Lincoln took
the oath of office in March I86I. Immediately it was seen that war was imminent. At that
tijne Gov. Isham G. Harris ordered the organization of the Tennessee Militia; (for some years
the militia had no organization) The iith Civil District, of which Barren Plains was the vot
ing place, was ny home. In the organization of the militia I v as chosen CsqDtain. Our regi
ment was the One Hundred and Third, if I remember correctly. W. A. Holman was the Colonel.
We were ordered by Gov, Harris to drill companies and regiments, using the Hardee tactics.
While this was gping on the Southern States began seceding from the Union. Hostilities
began in earnest when Fort Sunqjter fired the £irst gun. A vote was ordered to be taken to
see whether or not Tennessee would go out of the union. Precinct meetings were held and the
matter discussed. There were only a few hot headed secessionists in jny district and when the
vote was taken it was found that every voter in the district but two voted to remain in the
Union. In the meantime hearly all of the States south of Tennessee had seceded.
For home defence Gov. Harris ordered out the militia, and all the guns of every description
to be brought to each voting precinct and carried to Springfield, the county seat. As I
recollect it, the v;ar about this time had been declared between the States, and Mr. Lincoln
called for three hundred thousand men to crush the rebellion. Tennessee had to take a stand
for the South or go with the North, and another election was ordered by Gov. Harris. This
time there was a con^jlete revolution and Tennessee was numbered with those that had already
seceded. I remember that when this vote \ias ta^ren in my district, all voted to go out but
two—a complete turning over from the other election. Volunteers for the Southern army were
called for, and nearly every young man in my vicinity responded promptly. At that tijne ny
family consisted of n;/ wife and two children, Arthur and Percy; they were three years and
one year old respectively. This was in 1862. The war had been going on in earnest for about
one and a half years. The "Rebels" had been driven out of Kentucky. Forts Donelson and
Henry had surrendered. Nashville was in possession of the Yankees, and things in our part of
the country looked blue. The South was in sore need of every available man. In my father's
family there was only on unmarried son. Recruiting officers had come back into the eneny's
lines, or were already there, drumming for volunteeers. That only single son of ny father's
family at this time volunteered to go South. He was very young and I felt, as nearly every
family in the vicinity had furnished one or more tohslp the struggling South, it was my duty
to help them. On the 23rd day of September 1862, after having arranged for my brother M. 0.
Mason's family, consisting of his wife and seven months old child, to make their home with
ny wife and children, we bade farewell to loved ones, mounted our horses and rode away to war.
Our objective point was Camp 'Boone ten irdles east of Hopkinsville. We found Capt. John B.
Dortch in command, with Logan Williams, Fisher Merrett, Henry Merrett, Lieutenants, and
Montgomery Merrett Orderly Sergeant. We were soon sworn in and thus became full fledged
Rebel soldiers, without any experience in war. The future before us and the past and loved
ones behind us, we had but one idea, that the Rebels would whip the Yankees by spring and
we would be home again. How little we knew of what the future would bringl
CHAPTER 2.
There was a great deal to be If.arned in a soldier's life, and I began my first lessons. As
I remember, among the things I did was to join a mess, which, if I remember correctly, was
ccmposed of about five to seven persons. mess-mates at that time were T. W. Mason, Clay
Thompson, M. 0. and D, D. Mason and John Akin. At that time the weather was all that heart
could wish, and as the company was constantly on the move we did not build bunks or sleeping
places. Of course we had no tents as did the Yankees. For beds, as a rule, two men would
make their beds together; by so doing a part of the bedding was laid on the ground and a
part used for covering. Each man usually had about two blankets, l-ty bedding consisted of
a nice dark red blanket with black rings or polka dots, and a large woolen homemade coverlet.
saddle had a sheepskin seat with the wool side up, which I used for a pillow: (it made a
good one.; I always slept with my hat over my face.
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There was inuch to be done; horse to take care of, (by the way, a cavalryman thought more of bis.
horse than himself,) water to bring, wood or brush to be prepared for fires and for cooking.
this I allowed no one to excel me. I soon learned to be a fair cook, and with the facilities
w® had guess I did well. Each mess, as a rule, had a camp kettle, a frying pan, (would be ca!I\£<4
a chafing dish now), and at this time think we had a coffee pot. (Later we had no use for it)
A canteen was indispensable, and a tin cup was handy to have about# While at this carp a few
more were added to our number, making the con5)any nearly conplete* Colonel Tom Woodard, a lit
black eyed man, (I^I what a keen eye he had]) well known as a Yankee hated, had charge of Capt
Dortch's men and some others on a few raid» I remember we were with him at Hopkinsville. v^e
made a circuit of the town but did not remain but a short time, as the eneny were too close fo
comfort# Our next camping place was down near the Cheatham county line, at an old canpmeeting
canf) ground, and then up near the Fort settlemait at Bourn's spring. This is near where Fort
Station or Sadlers now is. V/hile scouting around Capt. Dortch concluded to make a raid on
Auburn, Ky., and bum the bridge across the little creek there. Car route was by the way of
what is known as the Ben Tully place, and what are Ferguscxi and Cave Spring Stations now, thro\
Russellville and on to Auburn. The trip was made in the afternoon and night. We succeeded in
destroying the bridge, water tank, etc. and made our w^ back to aassellville, reaching there i
little after delight. We went into camp on or near the ground where the old N. Long Mill now
stands. The Russellville citizens brought us down a breakfast and we were faring sunptuously
vAien sometMng h^pened that taught me that something was liable to occur at any time in a
soldier's life. The enemy came down on a train from Bowling Green, repaird the Auburn bridge,
came on nearly to Russellville, disembarked, came down one of the many knobs (around the old
town) and gave us a complete surprise. I had been detailed to picket duty when we first ari*ived
that morning, and was sent out a little way from camp on the Greenville road, and when the
Yankees swooped down on the camp I was conpletely cut off. The surprise was a success and the
whole cairp stairpeded on the spot. It was every fellow for himself and the Yankees for hindmost
Two men were killed and several wounded on the Rebel side, and I do not suppose a Yank even
stumped his toe, htr. Shelby Gorham, who lived in Adairville at the time, was killed, also John
Akin, one of ny messmates. Our Orderly Sergeant was wounded.
The conpany was scattered to the four winds. I, with some others took with a sudden leaving
across the fields and the country, and some time during the night rode into the yard at home.
Of course all were surprised to see me. Next day and a few days after the straggling company
got into carrp at Bourn's ^ring, and but for the loss of our messmate and a few personal effect:
we knew no difference. Only a few days intervened (and that without incident) when Capt. Dortcl
learned that General John H. Morgan was returning South from one of his Kentucky raids, (he was
noted for these, as we will see later) and would be in Springfield, Tenn., the next day. This
was Nov. the first and he said to his men, "You are disbanded until tomorrow, at which time meet
me in Springfield and we will join Morgan's command." I with ny brothers Monroe and Daniel,
pulled out for home, arriving there just about dusk. On reaching home we learned that General
Morgan with his command had passed through Russellville that day and part of the command had
taken the upper road through Adairville and part the lower road through Barren Plains. General
Morgan made his headquarters at ny father's that night which was the first time I ever say him,
but not by aiy means tte last. I wish to s^ in passing that Percy, ny youngest son at that
time who was about fourteen months old says he remembers distincly ny coming home that night.
Next day was the second of November and one of the dates I siiall ever remember. wife accom
panied me on that day to Springfield and out a little east of town we separated, she returning
hone, and I with ny conpany joining Col. Gano's regiment (the 3rd Ky,) in Morgan's command. How
Uttle we knew, ard how little we felt, that we would not see each other for two and a half year;.
CHAPTER 3.
Up to this time ny memory has served me I think very well. From this time forward I am afraid
I will not remember so well. Ify soldier life began in eiamest now, and one having no experience
can hardly imagine how varied the scenes and incidents. I suppose there is a great difference
between the "web feet," as the infantry was called, and the cavalry men, more so that one would
imagine. In the drilling the cavalry man was taught to dismount to fight; every fourth man was
a horse holder, holding his own and three others, and woe to the man that did not stay with your
horse aid have him ready in case of extreme emergency. This manner of fighting was that much
like the infantry, yet it was not e^qjected of the cavalry to lay to it close like the "web feet".
I do not use this phrase in any disrespect to the infantry, for they were the bone and sinew of
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of "the army^ andj as a ruX6j "thought mighty little of a cavalryman. Be that as it mayj the
cayalxy was an essential eleirtent in the business^ and many times when the infantry were in snv
quarters the cavalry were having a hard time. It was his business to picket the outpost, do
the scouting, raiding, and locating the eneny. These who read "The Little Shepherd of Kingdon
Come" will have the full idea of a cavalry man's lot. But I have wandered from my command and
must get back. Abumner does not stand very high among good soldiers, I soon learned. Col,
Basil Duke also commanded a regiment in Morgan's command. Capt. E. W. McLean, who was a Logan
County man and had raised a conpariy, was assigned to Col. Duke's regiment. Many of his men
were well known to o\ir conq^any, Capt. George Page, who has lived for some years at Barren Plai
and is at this time in feeble health, was also a Logan County man. His coupany was assigned
to Col. Gano and was Con?>any H. Capt. Dortch's con^jany was G. Conqjaniea A ahd B were Texas me
who had come with Col. Gano from the Lone Star State. Col. Gano was a tall, well shaped man,
every inch a soldier. He generally rode a white horse and wore a red blanket in cold weather.
From these he was frequently made a target by the enen^y. Leaving ^ringfield where we bade
goodbye to loved ones, the command moved out toward GaUatin, our objective point. We arrived
there some time the next day; from there we pushed on across the Cumberland to Lebanon, out th«
Morfreesboro pike past Baird's Mill, across Duck river to a little creek a few miles north of
Murfreesboro, and went into camp. Here we remained for two or three weeks. It was a beautiful.
caii53ing ground, and barring a little scouting and foraging, time passed without incident until
about the 1st of December General Morgan concluded he would make a raid on Hartsville, where it
was known two or three h\mdred Yankees were encairped. With this idea General Morgan had gotter
consent from the proper authorities to take with him on this raid two Kentucky regiments of
infantry, the Second and Ninth. In the Nintii were many Logan County men, among >riiom were A. M,
Mosely and W. A. Orndorff. These regiments had moved out from their Brigades near Murfreesborc
to Baird's Mill, where they bivouacked for a day or two. In the meantime quite a snow had
fallen and the ground was covered several inches. It had turned very cold, the snow was slick,
and marching that day and all the night, how cold it was 1) going through Lebanon to
Hartsville. During the night march the cavalry dismounted and took a txirn at walking while the
infantry rode. This turned out detrimental to both, as it suited neither party, though the
intention was good. A Mr. Coffee rode my horse, and when the next change was made he was as
glad to give him up as I was to get him back. V&th much difficulty the command, with the artil
lery, were gotten across the river and just as the sun rose bright and clear on the morning of
the Seventh the pickets were driven in or captured (having been completely surprised) and the
fight was on. The battle was short but decisive, the ground being hotly contested from start
to finish, but General Morgan was at its head, and knowing no failure the victory was soon his.
The Confederates lost qxiite a number killed and wounded and the Federals lost all; some killed,
some wounded, and twenty-two hundred prisoners, and their breakfast. There being no time to lor
the Rebels "retraced their steps" across the river, taking the prisoners but destroying the camj
and equipage. All that day we marched, and nearly all night, when we reached our caug5 again,
cold, hungry and worn to a frazzle. The adventure had been a success.
CHAPTHl li.
I find that I am inclined to go too much into detail, and in so doing will make this little
history too long. As well as I remember nothing of importance occurred for a fortnight. About
this time Gen. Morgan began preparations for what we termed the Christmas Raid, We had been
scouting around to different points. Liberty, Alexandria, and New Middleton. All these places
were in the Lebanon vicinity. While at Alexandria some of the boys got permission to visit some
of our relatives near Carthage, We spent a part of two days and one night while on this visit.
It was there that I left a nice Sergeantfs sword which I had gotten as a trophy at the Hartsville
raid. This I have never seen since. M. D, Mason and wife, whom I left it with, are both dead.
They were Union people but treated us nicely on that visit. In going on that Chritmas raid I
think we crossed the river that runs near Bowling Green, near the latter place, and encountered
the first Yankees at Elizabethtown, There were about two hundred here and we had no trouble in
capturing them, I will state here that all the prisoners taken on this raid were paroled
immediately and turned loose to go home. (Don't know whether they did or not) This was on
Christmas day. The garrison here had laid in a good supply of Christmas canned goods, etc, whic
they intended to feast on next day. All this fell into our hands, and out about two miles from
Elizabethtown we went into camp and next morning we did the feasting. Our next adventure was at
Rolling Fork river. The Yankees had a guaj'd here to protect the railroad bridge. We ^oon done
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then up. Col. Duke was sli^tly wounded at this point, Iftildrou^'s Hill was the next point
of attack. Hero we surprised and captured three hundred blue coats. These all had new English
rifles and every fellow who had been carrying a shot gun, or something as inferior, "tiirew it
away and secured an "Enfield". Our next esq^loit was at Nolin.or Bocan Creek. Here the eneny
were well prepared to fight and were protected, having a good stockade into which they concen
trated at >torgan's approach. The fighting was stubborn here for some time. Surrender was
demanded and refused. Something strategetical had to be done, and General Morgan took a few mel
around a point and coming suddenly into full view of the eneny raised the "Rebel yell," indical
that re-enforcements had arrived, and the white flag was run up. The Yankees never could stand
Morgan's "Bull Pups" (two little brass cannon) and the "Rebel yellj" there were about hundred
here. These were soon disposed of. This was about as near Louisville as Morgan wished to get.
We learned afterward that Louisville was scared to death; they thought that "Morgan's men" were
going to catch and eat them up. The command was now turned southward. The eneuy had been
stirred up aixi was in hot pursuit. The weather had gotten very cold and we had to inarch night
and day. We were all night and day flanking around a large force of Yanks at Lebanon, Ky., and.
succeeded. Along here some>rtiere I secured a beautiful roan mare, fat as a butter ball, and a
good one. Next day brougltus to ^ringfield, Ky., and I think we canped there one night, am no"
sure. We made our way on to Burksville. Here ny brother Monroe and n^^self were put on a detai
to cariy General Morgan's report to General Bragg at Murfreesboro. There were about ten men in
the detail, if niy manory serves me right. With a detachment in charge we crossed the Ciimberlan
in a ferry boat at Gelina, camped there that night, went on down the riyer by Gookville and oth-
points until we were safe in our own lines, and this without special incident. In the meantime'
there had been a big battle near Murfreesboro, the Rebels had left and Bragg had fallen.back to
Tullahoma. The detail was disbanded and ordered to the convalescent caJI^3 (Morgan's) which was
near Decherd. This can^ derives its name from the fact that when not in active service, is
conposed of the wagon train, sore back and lame horsesj men not real sick but unable to be on
duty, etc. We soon found the camp and were glad of an opportunity to rest and recruit ourselve.
and horse. Speaking of this carried me back to an incident that 1 had forgotten. While canped
at Alexandria or Liberty, or somewhere in that vicinity, Capt. Dortch's company was sent to thi:
same Hartsville on a reconnoitering e^qjedition. We found the Yankees had possession here in
force again. Me crossed the river (it was very low) and came suddenly on the eneny. We gave
them a few shots and "skedaddled." Bji the way this was my first shot at a Yank. I laid ny
gun on a gate slat and took deliberate aim. I will never know with what result, as we did not
stay to see. In recDOSsing the river ny horse stepped in a hole and fell to his knees. It was
so sudden I went right over his head into the water. It was not deep and we were soon in motioi
again, but the horse wm badly lamed, and on the march he got so lame I had to abandon him.
Lieutenant Williamscffi in passing a farm house and stables turned into the stable lot, opened tht
stable door, found a horse, brought him out, we made the exchange and soon caught up with the
conmand.
When daylight came I found I had swapped the "devil for the witch." (Please excuse this remark^
He was a big bright sorrel with a blaze face, and cne hind leg was nearly as big as a man's
body. How the boys did laugh", at mel I got rid of him before the sun went down| not necessary
to say how. But, back to caitp, where we remained for some days, when some of our command came
in one day and reported that the command had gotten back and were canped on Hickory Creek near
McMinnTille. Monroe and I immediately applied to headquarters for permission to go to the
command. This was at first refused but after some persuasion the Captain in command agreed that
we coiald go if we would report back next day. We had been told that Mr. J. B. Taylor, our
father-in-law, and Mr. E. C. Garrett, a neighbor, was with the command and came south purposely
to see us. So we promised the Captain we would report to him next day, (but we did not, all the
same). These were war times and things were different; wD\J.d not do that way now. On our w^
late that afternoon, just before dusk, we fell in with two or three mai who said th^r were going
into Kentucky, and one of thepi said "I see you have a citizen's overcoat. I have a Yankee one.
I would like to swap with you." "All right," said I, for I saw it was an extra good one. It
was an officer's coat, and had been dyed black as a crow; had a very large cape, the very thing
I needed, v^e exchanged then and there. I have never seen him since; don't know how he came out
I will tell you later whfet became of that coat. We arrived in camp a little after dark, hunted
our conpany and mess, and learned that Mr, Taylor and Mr. Garrett had left for home that dcQr,
not expecting to see us after all their trouble. We learned they were going to a Mr. McQuerter'
out a few miles from McMinnville in another direction from where we were canped, and might lay
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over there a before starting for hone# We remained in canp that night. Next morning we
secured permission from headquarters to go that far and purchance find them before they left
the vicinity. Late that afternoon ve rode up to the McQuorter premises and made inquiry for
them and were told they had gone dovm the road to a blacksmith shop but woxild be back in a shor'
time. I dismounted and tethered out ny horse, Monroe rode down the road to meet them. In a
short time they returned. We all remained there that night, gob the news from home, etc. next
morning we separated, they going home and we back to camp. We remained in this vicinj.ty scoutir
etc. until the last day of February when we went into camp at Woodbury, twelve miles from
Murfreesboro, the place where, a few days Col. Jack Hutcherson was killed. Our regiment relieve]
his at this point, and for thirty-three days we done picket and forage duty there. It rained
twenty days of the time, I was on picket duty every other d^ and forage duty the other day.
While here I went out to a blacksmiths shop near by and filed off about ten inches of ny gun
bsirrel, which made it very convenient to carry, and none the less accurate for service. While
at V/oodbury one of our conpany was accidentally killed one rooming at the picket post (Gus Smil
He was from AllensbiUe. We had several skirmishes with the Yanks, while here, and captured
seme of their forage wagons out from Murfreesboro,
CHAPTffi 5.
From Woodbury, iS I remember correctly, we were moved to the vicinity of Liberty, carping there
for SOTie dsys, when Morgan learned that the enert^y had come out from Murfreesboro to Milton,
twelve miles from Murfreesboro, He got his command together and went straight for them. They
were soon spotted, formed in line awaiting Morgan's attack. Our regiment was quickly formed
into line, and dismounted. Monroe and I went in side by side, if I remember correctly, eager
for the fray. Somehow I was not as badly scared as I expected to bej in fact we went in with
such a rush I did not have time to get scared. When close up to the eneny in a very thick woods
about us and before I could say "scat" an old minie ba].l plowed through the flesh near the hip
Joint. Felt like I had been sjiruck with a paddle. Fortunately no bones were touched. I was
ordered taken backj ry brother assisting me I was able to hoabble to the rear, where my wound wa
examined by the siargeoa, after which I was ordered off the field, with orders to hunt some good
place where I could get further attention. Monroe accompanied me with several others who were
wounded. I managed to make it on horseback. The first stop was on Snow Hill a few miles away.
Here we remained all night with a Mrs. Beckwith, vrtio kept what was then called a "tavern"; for
the time it was a sort of hospital. Here the wounds of the several that were there received
attention and put in as good order as could be, under the circumstances. The Yankees kept coming
our way and we were ordered to find a safe place, which we did without going to a regular hospit.
Monroe remained with me by permission, as nurse. We stopped some days with a Mr. IVilliams, in
the McJ-Iinnville vicinity, I see from an old letter written home that I was at this place April
5th. Shortly after this Monroe returned to the regiment. From an old letter I see that I was &•>
a Mr. Camp's, five miles from Sparta, in White county, April 26, Berry V/illis, who was wounded
the same d^ I was, was with me here. Mr. Camp was a fat, jolly, good natured man and treated
us nicely. He had an old fiddle and we passed the time very pleasantly, our wounds inproving
"all the time." When able to ride I returned to the regiment, which was in June. Not being
able for duty I was sent to the tonvalescent caiip. On the second of July Morgan started on his
Ohio raid. I was able to have gone had I been with the command at the time, but was not, and
was thus saved from capture and prison. I never saw Monroe again until after the war, he having
gone home from prison. Daniel was in prison nineteen months when he was paroled, I see from an
old letter that the convalescent camp was at Post Oak Springs in Roan county, July liith. At thi?
time Gen, Bragg had fallen back to Chattanooga. I had entirely recovered, and was in good shape
Sometime after this when we learned that Gen. Morgan and most of his command had been captured
in Ohio the remnants of his and other commands were thrown together and re-organized. I was put
in a Battalion commanded by Capt. Dortch. I remonber about this time we had awful tough eating.
Flour baked in cakes made up only with water, hard and tough. For some time now we v;ere kept
scouting about in different places. East Tennessee and North Carolina came in for a share.
North Georgia was some of the territory visited. Just before the Chickamauga battle, while near
Resaca, Ga. I learned the 30th Tennessee was can^Ded a short distance from us. I got permission
to go and see the boys and was glad of the opportunity. This was Dr. U. S. Taylor and others
regiment. Soon after this Bragg began concentrating troops for the Chickamauga battle. Our
Battallion at this time had been put with Gen, Forrest, In this w^ I had the honor of being
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present in bringing on the fight, which lasted several days, and of which history gives a full
account. Two incidents that occurred during this fight are of a personal nature. While in line
one day a Yankee officer dashed Into our line and was taken prisoner. He was soon stirpped of hi
arras and horse. I got his pistol and still have it as a relic. At another time our coirpany was
brought up a target for the Yankees, while our batteries could be moved. We always after this
called it t^e "Shell patch" for the shot and shell played on us singjly terrific. We only lost
one man in the move. It seems a miracle we did not lose more. After the battle we were put on
picket duty for Bragg's army, it having fallen back to Dalton, Ga, and gone into winter quarters.
The cavalry doing the picketing had headquarters at Tunnelhill# Here is where we were fed on the
poorest beef I ever sa. In boiling it you could not raise a greasy bead on the water it was
boiled in. It was said they kept a ditch to drive the beeves across every evening and all that
could not juu?) over were killed and the others left for next day.
While here I was permitted to visit the 30th and h9th Tennessee Regimenta at Dalton. It was
Christmas f?ve night and Christmas Day I was with them. They had snug winter quarters, while the
cavalry was more exposed. Shortly after this our coirpany was relieved and sent down in Alabama
to rest and recruit. The name of this cair^) was Chocolocco, near a town of the same name, if I
remember correctly. It was here tv/o of the company drew furloughs to go through the lines, home
Clark Johnson and Alec Watts. By these I sent a long letter home, also the Chicamauga relic.
It was now April I86I1, and I had not heard from home for a year. They made the trip and returned
safely, delivering ny letter and the pistol. About this time Gen. Bragg was relieved and Gen.
Joseph E. Johnston was put in conmand. The eneiry began to press us and fighting and retreating
began. This was kept up from Dalton to Atlanta, every inch of ground being contested. The promi
nent battles were; Dalton, Resaca, Ringgold, Altoona, Marietta, Kenesaw Mountain, and Chattahooch;
River. The retreat was slow but continued.
While camped on Peach Tree Creek, I with five others was sent into the enemy's lines to secure eac
a horse. Ife were out several daysj don't renember, now, the number. V/hen we returned we had
seven horse and two Yankee prisoners. V/e were sent out on foot but came back riding. One day
while casting about we learned a wagon train was out after forage. There was idw^s a guard with
these forage trains, so we decided this would be our opportunity for horses. We watched our
chances and allowed the wagons to load up and return. When they got back near camps and appre
hending no danger the guards allowed the wagons to go on alone, while they stopped to pick black
berries, They turned into an old field where the berries were plentiful, dismounted and hitched
their horses and wandered off some distance. This we learned afterwards. We could hear the
horses stamping their feet, just across the road from where we were concealed. We supposed the
riders were with the horse, so each man drew his pistol, (we had no other arms) and in abreast
made a silent charge on the noise made by the horses. To our surprise the horses were alone, all
saddled ready to moiant, and in short order we mounted. As there were only five horses two of
us mounted one horse. The one I got was an old fleabitten gray mare, not pretty but able. I
took the odd man up behind me and away we went. Before you could tell it we were discovered by
the Yanks who had done the wandering above mentioned. We were ordered to halt, but we did not
halt; they fired on us still we did not halt, but struck a bee line (as near as we could tell)
for Atlanta. That afternoon near n:ght we halted near a house and two of the men went to it,
approaching by the back-way. Suddenly they discovered two Yankees at the front gate, who were
there for the same purpose our two were (something to eat) They were dismounted and were leaning
on the fence with their heads dropped, looking dcTwr^ not dreaming of a Rebel. When they raised
their eyes the Rebs had the drop on them and there was nothing to do but come, and they came.
We had seven horses and eight men. My partner took one of the horses, and I took the little
Orderly(he was a small man) behind me on old Fleabit, and away we rode through field and wood.
jie let the highways and roads severely alone. We rode that night until we satisfied we were insid
our lines, dismounted and finished the night resting, keeping a guard up to watch the two prisoner
Next morning we found we were near Stone Mountain, where we learned the anry had failed back from
Atlanta. V/e reported to Headquarters, turned over our prisoners and went to our con^jany, where
we drawed straws for the horses. I lost old Fleabit and drew a nice little bay. The venture
had been successful.
CHAPTER 6.
At this juncture, tte arr^y having gotten tired of retreating and having to give up Atlanta, began
to murmur at the manner Gen. Johnston was conductij^ the canpaign. This dissatisfaction was
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discussed until Johnstai was relieved and Gen. Hood put in command. Alasi when too late this
was found to be a great mistake. One thing Hood would do, he would fight at any cost. Johnston
saved his men. Hood slaughtered them. On the 22nd of July when Sherman attenpted to flank Hood
on the right, instaai of falling bade as Johnston would have done, and as Hood should have done,
he met the eneny with "all the force of guipowder" (as the fellow said who shot the wolf) While
the enemy suffered our arny suffered more. I saw more wounded men that day th^ any day during
the war. In fact, it was the only time I felt like I might be killed, but I did not receive a
scratch. I remember that I suffered for water that day more than ai^y other. After this, as
Sherman continued his march to the sea the Yankee cavalry began making raids all over the country
General Stoneman undertook one of these raids and the Rebel cavalry was sent after him. He had £
large force, many more than we had. I think Gen. Dibrell had command of the Rebel cavalry at the
same time (at least that part in pursuit of Stoneman. Our men were maneuvered in such a way as t
surround Stoneman and after a sharp fight he surrendered. We had several killed and wounded that
day, among the number one of our con^any, Charley Watts. Alarge residence was used as a hospita
where the dead and wounded were taken care of for the time. An old log house had been torn down
on the premises and using some of the flooring, with only an axe and saw, I made a rough coffin,
two or three of the boys assisting. In this we put Charlie's remains and buried him in the
orchard unier an apple" tree. Rough as was this burial it was better than many a poor soldier got
From this on the cavalry was constantly on the move, and I shall be unable to give dates and
many places. We were again down in Alabama, one time at Courland, Tuscumbia, and Florence. If
I remember right we at that time were taking advantage of a lull in the main armies, seeking feed
ing and resting places, hfy little bay turned out to have a case of glanders, a terrible horse
disease, and I was conpelled to abandon him. There were nearly always some led horses in the
army and I soon had another. At this time, wliich was in the fall of '6U, Capt. Gentry had charge
of our conpaiv. One d^ as we were crossing Sand Mountain in Albama we passed a small log house
close beside the road. It showed poverty all araind. Notwithstanding this, one of the men rode
up to the house hunting something to eat. VJhen he cane back he said, "There is a dead soldier in
that house." I said to Capt. Gentry, "I am sorry for the poor fellow". He said, "How sorry are
youj sorry enough to stop and help bui^ him?" I said, "No". He said, "I wouldn't give a cent
for your sorry." I saw at once iry "sorry" was no good. Speaking of Captain Gentry reminds me
that at some time during the fall we were ordered to liast Tennessee to hunt "Bushwhackers^" These
were men who hid in the mountains and thickly, wooded, undergrowth, laurel bushes, etc. and shot
soldiers as they passed. On this trip they (captured three. Two of them were taken a short dis
tance from their home. The con^sany was halted, and Capt. Gentry ordered some one to dismount and
shoot the men. This no one cared to do unless they had been made special detail. The Captain
got mad and said, "If you are all too cowardly to do it" (using an oath) I can do it." Before
you could tell it he shot the tw men to death and left them vrtiere they fell. "It was a cruel
deed" but such was the fate of a Bushwhacker. The other man captured was taken back, I think,
across the line into Alabama before he was disposed of. He was shot by a regular detail. I came
very near being that detail. Men were always detailed alphabetically and I only missed it one oi
two men.
When it was learned that Morgan's cojrmandthat were in prison had been paroled and had been sent
through the lines to West Virginia, o\ir compar^y was ordered to join them. In the meantime we had
gone out of Alabama into Georgia, passing through Macon to a place called Houston Factory. Here
we remained two or three weeks resting and feeding our horses. A little digression here will not
be out of place. Whenwe rode into Macon it carried me back to when I was a boy and read Major
Josiah Jones courtship and marriage. The Major's sweetheart was Miss Mary Stallings; they both
lived at Pineville, Ga,, and Macon was where l-fi-ss Mary went to college, and graduated. On this
iji?5ortant occasion the Major was present and saidj " Among all the graduates Miss Maiy was the
'smartest' and 'prettiest' in the lot." Somehow, I do not now remember, I had gotten hold of a
little chestnut sorrel horse. He was fat and sleek , and pretty as a picture. When we left
Houston Factory we went by ws^ of Augusta, crossing the river there into South Carolina. Hamburg,
S. C. and Augusta are separated only by the river. Near Camden, S. C., Gen. Wade Hampton^s home,
we were ordered to join some Rebel forces in that vicinity. I do not recollect exactly how it
was; anyway, I remember distinctly Col. Billy Brechenridge was in command, and the Yankees and
Rebels had a considerable skirmish. I had been detailed as orderly that day and I remember having
to carry a dispatch to Col. Breckenridge from some one. The order wasj "Tell Col. Breckenridge
(I think he was commanding a Brigade at the time) the enenor is flanking us on the right." I
delivered the message and the reply was5 "Hold your position, and I will reinforce you." I had
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to ride the full lengtjh of the line (which seemed long) in an open field and here ny horse did
isome pretty work* He bowed his neck (he was a proud rascal) and pulled on the bit, seeming to
feel the inportance of the occasion, and sped to and fro across the field with the bullets whiz
zing about us, as though there was no danger. After this our Company, Capt. Gentry still having
charge, made our way into Virginia. Somewhere up in the Virginia hills and valleys we were
again ordered to go into cajrg) and feed and rest. Our camp was up on rather a high place in an
open field where was ti-sheded barn, with plenty of roughness and com for our horses for some
days. While here it was reported a Rebel soldier had been killed near this place by Bushwabkers.
Capt, Gentry sent a detail and had the body brought to a house near where we were camped. There
was a sawmill near by and I went down there and with a hammer, a drawing knife and saw made a
coffiji for the unknown soldier, and the men buried him. A few d^s after this we received orders
to Join Gen. Dibrell's command at Abingdon. We received the order one evening and were in high
glee at the idea of starting early the next morning. (One gets tired doing nothing.) So we went
to bed never dreaming of any special danger. We slept in the barn, our horses being tied in and
about the shed. I think this was in March or ^til Next ncrning most of us were up bright
and early to get ready to march. We had fed our horses and were standing or sitting by the camp
fire, all in big glee laughing and talking, when all at once "bang-bang-bang-zip-zip-zip" the
bullets falling thick and fast right among us. It was just breaking day and so unexpected every
fellow lit out "flickity spink" for himself, leaving the Captain, Lieutenant, several men, our
saddles, saddle pockets, blankets, overcoats, gxins, horses, and everything we had except what we
had on. I said sway back I would tril you how I lost that lovely overcoatj this was the place an^
the how, and here I parted with jny little "pDoud chestnut sorrel." In py saddle"pockets I had
a conplete diary of every day's events I had been out. Ohl how bad I hated to give that upl But
such is war experiences. It is a remarkable fact. I don't care how baave a soldier may be, ther
are times when by a sudden surprise he loses all control of himself, becomes completely demoral
ized, and will run in spite of the world.
CHAPTER 7.
After it was too late we learned that it was only a small corrpany of Home Guards, Had we been
close to our guns and not been so badly surprised we could have whipped them in short order,
but such is life in time of war. If I remeirtoer correctly there were about a half dozen that
escaped' capture, and for several days we made our way toward Abingdon. On reaching there we
found some of the old command. Of course we were glad to meet them. While here we learned that
Gen. Robert E, Lee had surrendered, and we knew at once that this was the beginning of the end.
We were satisfied that-it-was only a matter of a few days, or weeks at most, when Johnson's arny
would do the same thing that Lee had done, and "awsy down in my heart" I waa glad. While at
Abingdon, one morning the Brigade encanped there was ordered to prepare for dress parade. This
meant to clean up guns and put everything in good shape. That afternoon we were marched out into
an open field, farmed into a hollow square, which means in line on three sides leaving the fourth
open. We knew from the maneuvering some poor soldier was going to be shot. Soon he was brought
out and placed on thR open side of the hollow square , seated on a box coffin tied to a stake 5
twelve men were ordered out, six guns loaded with powder and ball and six with only powder. The
command was given "Reaoj, aim, fire" and it was all over. He was shot for desertion. I thought
under the circumstances (the war was so near at end) the poor fellow should have been pardoned,
but as I have said before "-^uch is war". The next day I think it was we were ordered to
Christianburg. Here the command was ordered to abandon wagons, wagon trains, artillery, etc.
(terms of final surrender were then going on.) There were not enough mules and horses to wagons
to supply those without horses, so the wagone were formed in line four mules or horses tp a
wagon, and the men formed in line in front of the teams and at a given signal every fellow made
for a beast. I succeeded in landing a good, mediujn sized black mule, I stripped the harness
off, made me what I called a Christianburg saddle, and a blanket and such things as I could
secure, with leather straps thrown across for stirrups, made up the outfit, A blind bridle was
ny guiding and holding attachment. Of course I did not know whether a man had ever strided the
mule or not. When all was ready we mounted and took up the line of march for a point in South
Carolina, where we were to be formally surrendered. Out of Virginia into North Caroline and
into South Carolina. In going through North Carolina we passed near the home of the "Siamese
Twins". Some of the boys rode out by their home and saw the twins. I turned neither to the
right or left but plodded steadily on, I think it was in South Carolina that Daniel was put on
a detail for some purpose, and I never saw him \mtil he reached home. At some point in South
Carolina, I cannot now call to mind the place, we halted for a day or two. While here the
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authorities decided to divide a portion of the Confederate treasury with the soldiers* This
was done, and I received as ny portion thirty-two Mexican silver dollars. They were brand new,
and taken from the original boxes in which packed at the mint# Silver being a little cumbersome
I traded fifteen dollars of it for a twenty-dollar greenback, some of Uncle Sara's money, I
found a man who had some one and two dollar U. S* billsj these I gave him silver f-or, and sewed
them into my suspenders-, which were made of bedticking» The twenty dollar bill I put in the back
of the frame in which I carried ray wife and boys* pictures. I did all this in order that I might
carry the money safely home. While here every man's parole had to be written out, setting forth
the conditions of surrender • One of these, we were never again to take up arms against the
United States government} another was free transportation to our respective homes; all all those
arrangements were effected we ware marched (Ben. Dibreli still in command) to Washington, Gaj her«
the papers were signed, the oath taken, and it was all over. Preparations were begun at once for
getting home. The happiest set of fellows you ever saw. Some kept their horses and rode through.
I made up ny mind at once to go by train. The next thing was to dispose of ny mule. While in
camp where we were playfully talking over the events, a nice, veil dressed man (who turned out to
a physician) came up to where ray crowd was discussing matters, and said "Have you any stock you
would like to dispose of?|' I said, "I am the owner of that back mule hitched to that tree. What
will you give me for him?" He said "Anything I've got. " I saw he had a spanking good gray jeans
coat cuttmilitary style, with a black collar and brass buttons. I said "I will give you the aiule
for your coat." He said"It is a trade," He pulled off his coat and I untied the mule, and the
change was made. I don't know which of the two were proudest, he with the mule, or I with the
coat, (;bhe best one in camp.) One of our compaiy had on a good jeans vest and no coat. I had an
army jacket and no vest; so we traded, both being the better suited. In a short time we made up
a mess and it was agreed that I take charge. We were sooti at the depot and took the train for the
Augusta and Atlanta road. (Washington was the terminus of a branch road.) There were hundreds
of soldiers trying to get home and in box cars and flats we were a day and night getting to Atlant
It was the 10th day of May when we left Washington. On reaching Atlanta a sad sight presented
itself. The beautiful Gate City was nothing but debris. To look at Atlanta that morning and as
it is today we are made to exclain "Certainly the magicians have been therei" The railroad had
been torn up from Atlanta to Dalton, one hundred miles. This distance had to be covered on foot.
We managed to find in a little 8 x 10 store some meal and bacon. Securing a supply we started out
and without special interest (except a devastated country) in a little over three days we landed
in Daltcn. From here we had transportation home. Inside and outside of box cars we landed in
Chattanooga, passing near the Chickamauga and Missionary Ridge battlegrounds. But they were now
of little attracticnj we were going home.
CHAPTER 8.
When we landed in Chattanooga it was nearly sundown and vje were marched off to the Yankee barracks
This was my first e^qjerience in a Yankee prison. Here I eat ny first meal issued from an eneny's
hands. I dcn't remember that we had but one meal while in this Pen. That was intended for
breakfast and dinner. About four o'clock in the afternoon of the next day an orderly come to the
gate and yelled "all Kentuckians march out," I was not a Kentuckian at the tin® but belonging
to a Kentucky command I mardwdout with the rest. We were hurried up to the depot where a train
of box cars were in waiting. They were soon filled inside and covered on the outside with a
jolly set of "Johnnie Rebs." After some delay the train pulled out, rounded Lookout Poin^, crosse<
Tennessee River and was speeding away to Nashville. Now I began to feel like I was getting home#
As our train was subject to all regular trains we made slow progress. Some time In the night we
passed through the tunnel at Cumberland Mountain, I remendcjer I would hold up ny hand and feel
the roof of the tunnel as we were passing thrcwgh. Next day bs we made stops along the way soldiei'
living in the vicinity of Tullahoma, Bell Buckle, Murfceesboro, Etc. would drop off and strike a
bee line through field or wood for home. When a stop was made and no one would get off the boys
wuld squall out "some of you get off here. You are not all going home with me". We arrived in
Nashville about the middle of the afternoon of the next day, which was the seventeenth day of May.
Here we found the vrfiole city draped in black for the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. I want to
say right here I believe that was the most unfortunate thing that at that time could have occurred,
even for the South. Nashville was the saddest, dreariest looking place I ever saw. We were told
we had to have permits to get out of town. I took my squad and we went to the Provost Marshal
headquarters for permits. There were hundreds of old Rebs there wanting the same thing as we. I
said "Boys, it will take two days to get a permit here, and I <k> not intend to stay in this city
tonight." They saidj "Lead and we will follow." I was acquainted with Mr, Scott, the old City
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Hotel (at that time on the east side of the square just above the M, E, Publishing House) keeper.
We called on him and learned the run of the trains going north. He said there would be no trains
to Springfield until next morning but the Louisville train would go out. As we had a few hours
to train time we scattered about to make some purchases. Remember we had money, and good money
passes anywhere# In fact, greenbacks were at a premium. I secured a pair of new cotton pants
and a pair of square toed shoes, (style' then,) and we were ready# We heid away to the depot and
boarded an old car with-inprovided bench seat, (we were bluffing now,) As we had no permits to
leave the city we rather e:q>ected to be put off» The train pulled out, the conductor came rounds
We said "What is the fare to Edgefield Juncticn?" He said 50 cents. We pulled out our money,
handed him the change, and there were ho more questions asked. We got off at the Junction, walkti
out to Goodlettsville and put up for the night. There were in the crowd Jim Adams, Taylor
Garrett, Dan Highsmith) and others. We scattered about the town, two at a place. Jim Adams and
I put up at the Hotel. I got out my new shoes, pants, a clean Hickory striped shirt and made foi
the creek near by where I laid off iry old "duds" took a good bath, donned ny clean clothes, S5uarfl
toes and all; these with my "Doctor—Mule" coat and brown vest, I felt like a new man. Two of
neighbors, Esq. John Smith and Geo. T. Baggett, passed that way that evening, the first glinqsse
I had had of ary one from home since my father-in-law and Mr. Garrett left us near McMinnville
in 196I1. Esq. Smith was out leasing oil landj He put up at the hotel that night and we learned
many things we had not known. Next morning the Springfield train came along, we boarded it and
were soon puffing up the ridge and in a short time roHed into Springfield, As soldiers had
been getting home for the past few days some of the neighbors came to Springfield rather expect
ing to meet some loved one. Among those that day was rry dear old father. Uncle Cave Mason, and
Esq. W, F, Pride. I shall never forget how ny father looked that day. When I left home he was
fleshy, hale and hearty, but now he was thin and haggard looking. The strain on his mind Incideii
to war had been too much for him. But from that time he began to rally, and was soon himself
again. Esq. Pride escorted me up town, took me into a barber shop and-toeated me to a nice shave.
After a short stop we all pulled out for home some walking, riding and tieing. When we struck
the suburbs of the little old town of Barren Plains I began to meet old friends and kinfolks.
I left the main road and struck across (what was then known as) the Factory lot. wife saw
me coming and met me about half way across the lots, and what we said and how we felt is nobody'
business. The boys guy their Mama to this day for the way she beat me in the back on that
occasion. We had not seen each other for two and half years and she had a right to beat me.
Hand in hand we walked to the house where I found the boys had grown to be great big children,
and, although Percy could remember so well two and a half years before, he didn't know his Papa.
Soon I met my dear, mother and sisterj my father and mother-in-law, brothers, brothers and siste
in-law, and it was all over, and we were all happy.
CHAPTER 9.
Ordinarily this would be the place to close this little histoiy, but there are some things of
which I would like to speakj some few indidents that escaped me in the passing and which should
have come in more regular order.
When I look back over those days, I wonder how I passed through it all. Had I at that time
been a Christian I could say it was God's hand and power that kept me, that I might see ny famil.
again, but I was not. After all I am coii5)elled to believe the good Lord's hand was in it; not
from any merit of ny own, but through the prayers of a Christian wife and Christian mother (of
whom no living man had better than i^yself) I was kept. The war has been over thirty and nine
years. That dear mother has passed to her reward; and ny wife and I are still walking hand in
hand, with the two boys I left so long and other still living to make us happy.
In ity soldier life I was exposed to all (and they were many) evils of the day. As I have said
I was not a Christian at that time, but my moral nature, if I do say it, was above the average.
During those years I never used an oath, never drahka drop of intoxicants, never passed nyself
off for a young man, and when a few times with other boys, (that is vAiat we called one another)
I had the opportunity of spending an evening near camp at a party or dance. I adhered strictly
to gentlemanly manners. In such cases I always showed the ladies w and children's
pictures, which had been sent me through a "flag of truce" letter. The only bad habits I had
were a social game of cards and dancing. I want to say right here that since I have been a
Christian man I have never engaged in either. I do not believe card playing, dancing and
chtistianity are suitable conq^anions.
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Of the three brothers who went out, as it were, from one home, all are still living. All are
getting along in years, all have raised families of whom any parent could well be proud*
One of the incidents I wish to mention is that while at Griffin, Ga., I had the pleasure of
hearing Dr. Watson, noted divine of the Primitive Baptist church. I knew him well, he having
visited in father's home. He was a resident of Nashville, but at that time he was a refuge'
in Griffin. Meeting him was like seeing someone from home.
Another incident I wish to mention was a visit to the battle grounds at Jonesboro, Ga. It was
a few weeks after the battle and the marics left of the fierce stiniggle were wonderful. In
front of the Yankee breastworks I saw pine trees half as large as a man's body literally shot
in two. I saw the 3»ifle pits where the dead had been thrown and covered up with no other sort
of burial. It is said that this battle was simply terrific. At Resacca, Ga., a place mentiont
before, and Alabama Regiment, said to be thirteen hundred strong, (a thousand men make a regime
and who had never been in battle, marched out of can^) (by Plattons) down to the railroad, with
the head of the column halting by the track until the whole column could close up, and for a
moment or two marked time. It was a beautiful sight, and reminded one of an immense hammock
swung by the ends and swaying back and forth. That same day they went into what was called the
"Snake's Greek" battle, and lost three hundred men, killed and wounded. It is said they fought
like wild cats.
I am reminded of another little incident. Vfhile we were canped near Liberty, a little town
in the Lebanon, Tenn. vicinity, and >rtiich I have spoken of before, we had this eatperience. It
was very cold weather with a slight snow on the ground. Ife had a splendid bunk and a big fire
in front. It was night and a good night for sleeping. We were making good use of it when all
at once (in the wee, small hours) the bugle rang out sharp, quick and clear, "saddle up". In
a moment we were on our feet, dressing and saddling our horses. Coming out of a good warm
bed with the air so chilling I thought I would freeze. We soon had everything ready for mount
ing, and waited for further orders. After waiting and chatting around the fire for half an
hour or so word was given "unsaddle your horses," and mighty quick we were in bed again. It
afterwards developed that the Pickets had been run in by some loose horses, the noise of which
they took for Yankees.
During these two and half years I was exposed to the cold, the heat, the snow, the rain and
the sunshine. I crossed and recrossed many deep streams, broad streams and rocky ford; crossed
over high, rough mountainous places, etc. I have worried with the "canp itch" and the "gray
backs," yet I was sick scarcely a day.
And now, if this little personal history will be the means of making the hearts of iry children
and grandchildren, or any one else who may chance to peruse it, beat with even a degree of
pleasure, I will be amply repaid for ny labor.
Th0 foregoing airticls by T. R. Mason was dedicated thusly;
"To my youngest, son* Frank H. Mason/ this personal history
is lovingly dedicated, with the request that he arrange for
his brothers to peruse it."
Contributed By; Mrs. Betty Mason Jackson, 108 Central Ave.
Glasgow, Ky. 42141
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COONEY - EDMUNDS - COSBY - BARRICK
Contributed by Robert Cooney, Jr., Nashville, Tenn.
John Cooney, born 9 March, 1762, Christened 14 March, 1762,
Lauhearai, Church of St. Mary and St, Anne, County Cork,
Ireland, was the son of John Cowny and Margarite Brusinane,
He married 27 June, 17-89 {date of bond), in Amherst Co.,
Va., Milley Edmunds, daughter of James Edmunds and Sarah
Lavender. Milley was born 5 July 1765, in Amherst Co., Va.
and died 8 March, 1835 in Barren Co., Ky. Their children:
1. James Cooney, born 1790 Amherst Co., Va. md 10 Dec. 1812,
Nancy Johnson. He died 3 Sept. 1829 and is buried in
Wayne Co., Ind.
2. Terence Cooney was born 18 Jan, 1791 in Amherst Co., Va.
md. 1 April, 1824 Eliza Jane Arthur. He died 2 Aug.
1868 at Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
3. Mary Ann Cooney was born 2 May 1793 in Amherst Co., Va.
married 22 Aug. 1816 Russell Barrick. She died 6
Feb. 1873 in Barren Co., Ky.
4. Sophia Cooney, born 14 March, 1796 in Amherst Co., Va.
She married 6 March, 1823 William Cosby, and died
14 May 1866 in Warren Co., Ky.
5. Pamelia Cooney was born 23 Oct. 1798 in Amherst Co., Va.
She married 26 Sept. 1822 Lavender L. Edmunds, and
died 10 April 1878 in Warren Co., Ky.
6. John Cooney, born 16 Sept. 1802 in Amherst Co*., Va.
He married Mary Cooper 14 Oct. 1828, date of death
not known but was in Henry Co., Tenn. in 1852.
James Cooney, born 1790 in Amherst Co., Va.son of John Cooney
and Millie Edmunds, married 10 Dec. 1812 in Bedford Co., Va.
Nancy Johnson. She was born 3 Feb. 1789 in Bedford Co., Va.
daughter of Nicholas Johnson and Martha Hargrave. Nancy
Johnson Cooney died 1862 in Wayne Co., Indiana. James Cooney
died 3 September 1829 in Union Co., Ind. He was originally
buried in Union Co., Ind. In 1872 his remains were moved to
Wayne Co. On 11 April, 1873 his son, Norborne Nicholas
Cooney, wrote a letter stating that his fathers remains had
been moved and buried beside his wife, Nancy Johnson Cooney.
Their children:
1. Lemuel Johnson Cooney was born 15 Sept, 1813 in Bedford
Co., Va.. He married 17 Nov. 1840 Rebecca A. Preston,
and died 23 May, 1891. Buried Little Eagle Cemetery,
Boone Co., Ind.
2. William Edmunds Cooney, born 9 Dec. 1815, Bedford, Co., Va.
Md. 7 Nov. 1844 Sarah Ann Walker. He is buried in Cambridge
City, Henry Co., Ind.
3. Norborne Nicholas Cooney was born 5 Dec. 1817 in Bedford
Co., Va. He married 2 March, 1839 Martha Delilah Walker,
and died 2 Sept., 1906.
4. Martha Ann Cooney was born 28 March, 1820 in Barren Co.,Ky«
She married 26 Sept., 1838 William Hollingsworth and
died 25 Oct. 1896 at Emporia, Lyon Co., Kansas
5. John Cooney was born 15 Aug., 1822 in Barren Co., Ky. He
md. 18 Nov. 1847 Elizabeth Woods and died 14 Sept., 1894
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6. James Cooney was born 12 January/ 1825 in Barren Co., Ky.
He died in 1853.
7. Samuel Garland Cooney was born 12 Aug., 1827 inBarren Co.,
Ky. He married 10 July, 1854 Mrs. Jane (Smith) Seaman,
died 11 Feby. 1887, buried Crown Hill Cem., Wayne Co. Ind
Terence Cooney, born 18 January 1791, Amherst Co. Va., son of
John Cooney and Milley Edmunds, married 1 April 1824 in Warren
Co., Ky. Eliza Jane Arthur. She was born 6 July 1802 in
Lexington, Fayette Co., Ky., daughter of John Arthur and Dolly
Winn. She was first married Aug., 1819 to Carter B. Foster,
who died in Glasgow, Barren Co., Ky., leaving a will dated
11 April, 1822. Eliza Jane Cooney was buried 13 March, 1871
in City Cemetery, Paris, Tenn. Terence Cooney died 2 Aug. 1868
and was buried in the City Cemetery, Paris Tenn.
Their children:
1. John Cooney was born 24 March, 1827, Paris, Henry Co.,
Tenn. He married 18 Sept. 1850 Jane Catherine Lougee,
and died 20 Feb. 1911, buried in Nashville, Davidson
Co., Tenn.
2. Henrietta Cooney, born 7 Nov. 1832, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
married 26 April 1853 Benjamin Franklin Lamb. She died
20 June, 1901, buried at Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
3. Ellen Cooney, born 1835 Paris, Henry Co., Tenn. Never
married, buried 10 June 1893, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
4. James Terence Cooney, born 1838, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
Buried 10 Aug., 1872, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
5. Charles Dunlap Cooney, born Aug., 1840, Paris, Henry Co.
Tenn., buried 2 July 1873, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
6. Hfenry Clay Cooney, born 1842, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
buried 16 Sept. 1885, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
7. Dolly Eliza H. Cooney, born 1845 Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.,
died ca 1860-1870
8. William Edmunds Cooney, born 11 March, 1847, Paris, Henry
Co., Tenn. md. 11 May, 1869 Mary Virginia Wilson. He
died 22 Feb. 1880, buried Paducah, McCracken Co., Ky.
John Cooney, born 16 September 1802, son of 4ohn Cooney and
Milley Edmunds, married 14 October 1828, Henry Co., Tenn,
Mary Cooper, daughter of Blount Cooper. She died after June 4,
1852. John and Mary Cooper Cooney resided on June 4, 1852 in
Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
Their son:
1. James T. Cooney was born 1833 in Tenn. He married
7 Jan. 1854 Emma J. Bowles. He resided in Henry Co.,
Tenn. on 23 August, 1852 and was in the 1860 census
of Henry Co.,Tenn.
John Cooney, born 24 March, 1827 Paris, Henry Co., Tenn., son
of Terence Cooney and Eliza Jane Arthur Married 18 Sept. 1850,
Louisville, Jefferson Co., Ky. Jane Catharine l^Dugee, born
16 August 1832 at Greenbush (Name changed to Rensselaer)
New York, Christened 19 October 1832 Bloomingrove Reformed
Dutch Church. She was the daughter of Noah Lougee and
Maria Augusta Frank. Jane died 6 Jan. 1882, Nashville, Tenn.
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and is buried in Mt. Olivet Cemetery.
Their children:
1. Arthur Cooney, born April# 1852/ Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.
married 29 Nov. 1883 Anna Gwynn Kline, died 21 Dec.
1920 in Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.
2. John Lougee Cooney, born 1853, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.,
md 3 Aug. 1875 Lisfea Cummins, and died 24 Sept. 1893
Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.
3. Charles Parmalee Cooney, born 18 Nov. 1855, Paris, Henry
Co., Tenn., md. 26 Jan. 1881 Ada Grizzard. He died
22 Jan., 1912 in Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.
4. Stanley Terence Cooney, born 29 Nov. 1860, Paris, Henry
Co., Tenn., md 31 May, 2888 Mary Isabell Wheeler. He
17 Dec. 1915, in Manor, Travis Co., Tex.
5. Mary Cooney, born Jan, 1863, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.,
died 28 July, 1864, Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.
6. Terence Cooney, born 1864, Paris, Henry Co., Tenn.,
died 19 April, 1870 Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.
7. Jennie B. Cooney, born 27 July, 1867, Nashville, Davidson
Co., Tenn., md. 3 June, 1884, William W. Cowden. She
died 31 March, 1892, Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.
8. James E. Cooney, born 19 Jan. 1873, Nashville, Davidson
Co., Tenn, died 21 Jan., 1873, Nashville, Davidson
Co., Tenn.
Charles Parmalee Cooney, born 18 Nov. 1855, Paris, Henry
Co., Tenn, married 26 January, 1881, Huntingdon, Carroll Co.,
Tenn. Ada Grizzard. She was born 18 January, 1863 at Hunting
don, Tenn, daughter of Walter Boggan Grizzard and Annis
Isabella (Anna) Courts. She died 5 Nov., 1939 at Nashville,
Tenn., and is buried in the Mt. Oliver Cemtery. Charles
Parmalee Cooney was the son of John Cooney and Jane Catharine
Lougee. He died 22 Jan. 1912, and is buried in Mt. Olivet
Cemetery, Nashville, Davidson Co., Tenn.
Their children:
1. Charles Parmalee Cooney, Jr., born 20 Nov., 1881,Nashville,
Tenn., md. 27 Jan, 1940 Margaret E. Thompson, died
20 Feb. 1962, Nashville, Tenn.
2. Anna Louise Cooney, born 23 July, 1890, Nashville, Tenn.
died 4 Nov., 1896, Nashville, Tenn.
3. Robert Grizzard Cooney, born 16 Oct. 1893, Nashville,
Tenn, Md. 15 Sept., 1921 Ann Lee Hayes, died 12 Oct.
1986, Nashville, Tenn.
4. Jennie Catharine Cooney, born 9 April, 1896, Nashville,
Tenn., died 5 Aug. 1899, Nashville, Tenn.
William Cosby, born 17 August 1786 Goochland Parish, Gooch-
land Co., Va. Christened 17 Sept., 1786, son of John Cosby^
and Jemima Yancey, md. 6 March, 1823, Barren Co., Ky. Sophia
Cooney. She was born 14 March 1796 in Amherst Co., Va., the
daughter of John Cooney and Milley Edmunds. She died May 14,
1866, in Warren Co., Ky., and is buried in Friendship Church
Cemetery. William Cosby died 3 September, 1832 in Barren Co.,
Ky. Their son:
1. John Cooney Cosby, born 12 Feb. 1824, Barren Co., Ky. md.
29 July 1844 Sarah G. Vontress, and died 12 June, 1881.
He is buried in Friendship Church Cemetery, Warren Co., Ky
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Russell Barrick, born 17 April, 1111, Lunenburg Parish,
Richmond Co., Va., married (1) Polly Timberlake (bond 7 Feb.
1804) (2) Rhoda Frith (bond 1 Sept. 1809, Campbell Co., Va.)
(3) 22 August, 1816, in Campbell Co., Va. to Mary Ann Cooney.
She was born 2 May 1793 in Amherst Co., Va., daughter of
John'.Cooney and Milley Edmunds. She died 6 Feb. 1873 in Barren
Co., Ky and is buried in the Russell Barrich Cemetery. Russell
Barrick died 11 Nov. 1862 and is buried in his own cemetery.
He was a son of George Barrick and Anne ?
Their children:
1. Harriet F. Barrick, born 11 July 1817, Campbell Co., Va.
md. 16 Jan. 1834 James Preston Bates. She died 25 Jan.
1878 and is buried in Bethany Baptist Church Cemetery,
Warren Co., Ky.
2. Pamelia Ann Barrick, born 7 April 1819, Barren Co., KY.
md. 14 Sept. 1843 Benjamin Franklin Button. She died
16 June 1889 and is buried in Little Elm Cemetery,
Denton Co., Texas.
3. George W. Barrick was born 6 Feb. 1821, Barren Co., Ky.
md (1) 24 Dec. 1846 Elizabeth Allen (2) 1870 Laura
Henderson. He died ca 1902 and is buried in the
Colvin Cemetery, Barren Co., Ky.
4. Sophia Cooney Barrick, born 3 May 1823, Barren Co., Ky.
md 22 May 1851 George Wilkerson Myers and died 4 Oct.
1920. Buried in Friendship Church Cemetery, Warren Co., Ky
5. William E. Barrick, born 6 Feb. 1825, Barren Co., Ky.,
md. Mary Louisa Allen on 4 Dec. 1856, and died 4 July
1873. He is buried in the Barrick Cemetery, Barren Co., Ky
6. Eliza Jane Barrick, born 3 April, 1827, Barren Co., Ky.
md. 13 April 1848 George S. Kidd, and died 27 Jan.
1897. She is buried in the Kidd Cemetery, Barren Co., Ky.
7. James Russell Barrick, born 9 April, 1829, Barren Co.,
Ky., md. 16 June 1851 Mrs. Lou Ann B. (Moss) Ellis,
and died 30 April 1869, buried in Atlanta, Fulton Co.,
Ga.
8. Terence Cooney Barrick, born 2 July 1831, Barren Co., Ky,
md. (1) 1856 Amanda Jane Parker (2) 1896 Mrs. Mary J.
James. He died 28 Feb. 1907 and is buried in the Parker
Cemetery, Barren Co., Ky.
9. Edwin E. Barrick, born 8 June 1835, Barren Co., Ky., md.
1 Dec. 1856 Martha Frances Dillingham, and died ca
1882/1883, buried in the Barrick Cemetery, Barren Co., Ky.
John Edmonds was born in Henrico Co., Va., date unknown, and
died in Amherst Co., Va. Hiswill was written 13 Dec. 1783,
probated 7 June, 1784. His wife Mary, surname unknown died
in Amherst Co., Va. between 20 March, 1793 and 18 July, 1796.
Their children:
Elizabeth Edmonds , born 13 March 1733 Goochaland Co., Va.
md. Thomas Ballew
Samuel Edmonds, born 22 Oct. 1735 Goochland Co., Va.
md. 22 Sept. 1777 Mrs. Alice Wright and died 3 March,
1813 in Nelson Co., Va.
John Edmonds, born in Goochland Co., Va., died 1783 in




4. Sarah Edmonds, born in Goochland Co., Va., md. Nathaniel
Woodruff
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5. James Edmonds, born 3 April 1743, Goochland Co., Va,
rpd i'i) ca 1760 Sarah Lavender (2) 16 July 1791, Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Woody. He died 26 January 1826 in Barren
Co., Ky.
James Edmonds (Edmunds), son of John Edmonds and Mary ?
was born 3 April 1743 in Goochland Co., Va. He married
1st ca 1760 Sarah Lavender, who was born ca 1787 and died
15 January 1787 in Amherst Co., Va. James Edmunds died
in Barren Co., Ky. 26 January 1826 and is buried on his old
home place near Glasgow, Ky.
Their children:
1. Mary Edmunds was born 2 Nov. 1761. (She may have married
a Carter as Barren Co., Ky. Will Bk. 2, pg. 402,
settlement of estate of James Edmunds, allots a share
to Mary Carter - mpr).
2. Alexander Edmunds was born 7 Jan. 1763 in Amherst Co.,
Va. He married Lydia Cogburn, daughter of John and
Hannah Cogburn, and died March 9, 1823 in Edgefield
District, S. C.
3. Milley Edmunds was born 5 July 1765 in Amherst Co., Va.
She married 27 June 1789 John Cooney, and died
8 March 1835. She is buried in the James Edmunds
cemetery in Barren Co., Ky.
4. Samuel Edmunds, born 26 April 1768 in Amherst Co.,
Va. , died March 3, 1813.
5. Patsey Edmunds born 17 Feb. 1771 in Amherst Co., Va.
Never married. Died 20 Sept. 1838 and is buried in
the James Edmunds cemetery in Barren Co., Ky.
6. James Edmunds, Jr., born 12 April 1774 in Amherst Co., Va.,
md. 24 Feb. 1796 Jean Innis. He died 1 Sept. 1834
and is buried at his home in Warren Co., Ky.
7. William Edmunds was born 16 Oct. 1776 in Amherst Co.,
Va., md. 30 March 1805 Mary Ann Penn, daughter of
Joseph Penn and Frances Burris. He died 21 June 1863
and is buried on his old home place in Barren Co., Ky.
8. John Edmunds was born 10 Jan. 1782 in Amherst Co., Va.
He died 14 May 1855 in Barren Co., Ky.
9. Nancy Edmunds was born 14 Dec. 1784 in Amherst Co., Va.
Married 7 Nov. 1801 Reuben Bates and died 25 Nov.
1867, She is buried in the James Edmunds cemetery
in Barren Co., Ky.
James Edmunds (Edmonds) served as a private in Pamplin's
Company, Amherst Co., Va. Regiment in the Revolutionary War.
Lavender London Edmunds son of James Edmunds Jr. and Jean Innis,
He married 26 Sept.
She was born 23 Oct
wsa born 9 May 1798 in Amherst Co., Va.
1822 in Warren Co., Ky. Pamelia Cooney.
1798 in Amherst Co., Va. and died 10 April 1878 in Warren
Co., Ky. He died in Warren Co., Ky. 9 Sept. 1875. They are
both buried in their family cemetery in Warren Co., Ky.
Their children!?
1. Mary Ann. C. Edmunds was born 8 Aug. 1823 in Warren
Co., Ky. Died in infancy.
2. John James Edmunds was born 29 Oct. 1824 in Warren Co.,
Ky. Died in infancy.
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3. Elvira Edmunds born 3 April 1826 in Warren Co., Ky.
Died in infancy.
4. Milley Jane Edmunds was born 30 Dec. 1828 in Warren Co.,
Ky. Md. Jan., 1845 M. Y. H. Holland, and died 15
Dec. 1894. She is buried in the Lavender London
Edmunds cemetery in Warren Co., Ky.
5. Sophia Cooney Edmunds was born 4 Dec. 1830 in Warren
Co., Ky., md. 7 Oct. 1851 William Miles Sledge and
died 9 June 1909. She is buried in the Sledge Family
cemetery in Warren Co., Ky.
6. Mary Genery Edmunds was born 8 July 1834 in Warren Co.,
Ky., md. 22 Sept. 1851 Samuel Dillon Kirby. She died
22 June 1903 and is buried in the Lavender London
Edmunds cemetery in Warren Co., Ky.
7. James T. Edmunds was born 29 April 1839 in Warren Co.,
Ky, md. (1) 30 Aug. 1860 Nancy Virginia Bates (2)
17 Feb. 1895 Emma Eliza Myers. He died 28 July
1922 and is buried at Friendship Cemetery, Warren
Co., Ky.
* *
The Following committees were appointed at the February























ATTENTION !!! CORRECTION!!!! ADDITION!!!!
WINTER ISSUE # 4 1989
Page 102, paragraph 8
Jeremiah Franklin married Lucy Murphy Rowland in 1825. She
was the widow of George H. Rowland and daughter of Clement
Murphy and Ann Jones.




>JARSa'lLL, J0:-3J 1 0 0
MARSHALL, JULIUS 1 0 0
M.ARSHALL, RCBEliT 1 0 0
MARSHALL, SAI-IUEL 1 0 0
MAKSHALL, SAMUEL 1 0 0
MARSHATJ., SAI^UEL 1 0 0
MARTIN, CHARLES 1 2 5
>lAKTIN, JAMES 1 0 0
MARTIN, JAMES 1 0 0
MARTIN, JA>-!ES B. 1 0 0
ITOTIN, JOHN 1 5 12
MARTBl, JOSEPH 1 0 0
MARTIN, THCMAS 1 0 0
MARTDJ, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 1
MARTIN, WIT.T.TAM 1 8 24
MATHEWS, JCHN 1 5 6
mTTHEWS, JAMES 1 1x3
MATTHEWS, JOHN Jr. 1 0 1
I'lAURY, LEONARD H. 1 2 2
MAXKT, EPHRAIM 1 4 9
MAXEI, PHILIP 1 3 7
MAYFIELD, GEORCffi 1 0 0
MAYFIELD, GIDEOl 1 0 0
MAYFIEU), JOHN 1 5 13
MAYFIELD, JOHN Jr. 1 1 1
MAYFIELD, THOMAS 1 0 3
MATNARD, WIT.T.TAM J.? 1 0 0
McCARTY, EUJAH 1 0 0
McCARTT, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0
























































































MELTON, JESSE 1 0 0 MORRIS, JAMES 1 0 0
mcER, HO.'AM) 1 0 0 MORRIS, RICHARD 1 0 0
MERCER, RICHARD 1 0 0 MORRISOJ, JOHN 0. 1 0 0
MENTILCXJ, JAMES 1 5 14 MORRISOJ, WILLIAM 1 0 0
1-lERRELL, STEPHEN 1 0 0 MOSS, JOHN 1 0 0
MILLER, ANDRSK 0 0 0 MUUNIX, LEVI 1 0 0
MILLER, HENRT 1 1 1 I1ULKY, JOHN 1 0 0
tELLER, HENRT 1 0 0 MURPHKV, GABRIEL 1 0 0
^aLLER, ROBERT 1 2 3 MURPHKV, JOHN 2 0 0
MILLER, WITJ.TAM 2 2 2 ITOPHEi, JOHN Jr. 1 0 0
MINES, THOMAS 1 0 0 MURPHET, WILLIAM 1 0 0
MITCHET.T,, ELIJAH 1 0 0 MURPHEY, WILLIAM 1 1 1
MITCHETJ,, JOHN 1 0 0 JTOPHI, JOHN 1 0 0
MITCHELL, MGSES 1 0 0 MURREL, SAMUEL 2 13 23
MITCHETJ., MOSES 1 1 2 MURRT, CWEN T. 1 0 0
MCBiy, THCHAS J. 1 0 0 MUSTIN, WITJ.TAM 1 0 0
MCNROE,, JOHN 1 0 0 MUSTIN, WILLIAM 1 0 0
MCNROEj, JOHNSTCN 1 0 0 NAITKR, NICHOLAS 1 0 0
MOOEff, ANDREW 1 OnO NANCE, ROBERT 1 0 0
MOORE, JAI4ES 1 0 0 NATION, ISAAC 1 0 0
MOCHE, JAMES 1 0 0 l^EAL, MOSES 1 0 0
MOORE, JEREMIAH 1 0 0 NEAL, THOIAS 1 0 0
MOORE, JOEL 1 0 0 NEED, SOLOMOJ 1 0 0
MOORE, JOHN 1 0 0 NELSa^, JOHN 1 0 0
MOORE, JOHN 1 0 0 NEVELL, JAMES Junr. 1 0 0
MOORE, JOHN 1 0 0 NEVETJ., JOHN 1 0 0
MOORE, JOHN 1 5 12 NEVILL, JAMES 1 0 0
MOORE, SAJ^UEL 1 0 0 NEVITJ,, JOSEPH 1 0 0
MOORE, WILLIAM 1 0 0 NEWEL, WILLIAM 1 0 1
KORAN, WILLIAM 1 1 2 NEWELL, ROBERT 1 0 1
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NiWHOUSE, JOHN 1 0 0 PARKS, JOSEHi 1 0 0
NB^UND, EZEKIEL 1 1 3 PARMER, JOHN 1 0 0
NIVELL, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0 PATRICK, UliilS 1 0 0
NORRIS, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0 PATRICK, JOHN 1 0 0
NOWLAN, PATRICK 1 0 0 PAYNE, EDMUND 1 2 2
NUCK0I5, ANDREW 1 1 3 PEARSOJ, JOHN 1 0 0
OAKS, LABOI 1 0 0 PEARSCN, JOSEPH 1 0 0
OBANICM, JOSEPH 1 0 0 PEARSaJ, WILLIAI-i 1 0 0
OLDHAM, TAPTrKT 1 0 0 PECK, JOHN 1 0 0
OLLAKj GEORGE 1 0 1 PECK, JOHN 0 1 2
ONEAL, CHAifT.ER 1 0 0 PEDEN, MOSRS 1 0 1
CmAL, HENKT 1 0 0 PEDIGO. EIXIN 1 0 0
CNEAL, HENBX 1 0 0 PEDIGO, HENHT 1 0 0
OSBORN, BENJAMIN 1 0 0 PEDIGO, JOSEPH 1 0 0
OSBORN, HENTCf 1 0 0 PKRRT, DANIEL 1 0 0
OVERTCW, THCmS J. 1 0 0 PELHAM, THOMAS 1 0 0
OWEN, JAMRP 1 0 0 PENDLETCN, REUBEN 1 0 0
06™, JAMES Jr. 0 0 0 PENDIETOJ, RICHARD 1 0 0
OWEN, JOHN 1 0 0 PENICK, WITT.TAM 1 1 1
OWEN, JOSEPH 1 0 0 PENNINGTCN, DANIEL 1 0 0
Ot^-EN, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 0 PENNINGTOT, JOEL 1 0 0
OZBORN, AARCfl 1 0 0 PKNNINGTON, JOSHUA 1 0 2
OZBORN, JOHN 1 0 0 HENNINGTOI, MOSES 1 0 0
OZBORN, ROBERT 1 0 0 PETCNIKGTON, RICHAHD 1 0 0
OZBORN, SOLOMCW 1 0 0 PENNINGTON, RIGGS 1 0 0
PACE, JOEL 1 0 0 PiEMINGTON, STE^/ART 1 0 0
PACE, WIT.T.TAM 1 0 2 FKNNINGTOv, TIMOTHY 1 0 0
PACKWOOD, SAMUEL 1 0 0 PERKINS, CHARLES 1 0 0
PARKER, SAMUEL 1 3 5 PERKINS, JOHN 1 0 0





IHE FRANCIS FAMILY RECORDS OF BARREN COUNIYjl KENIUCKY
Contributed by Penny M. Francis, 4902 S. Walcott, Indianapolis,
IN 46227.
MALACHI FRANCIS was born on 21 April 17&4 and married Mary
(Fisher) about 1780; probably in Halifax County, VA. He enlisted
in the Revolutionary War on 1 April 1777 at age 13 according to
the Company Muster Roll of the 4th Virginia Reg't. of Foot
commanded by Thomas Elliott. He entered as a Private.
Part of Malachi's family records were found through the army
records of one of Malachi's son-in-laws, James R. Beam, James
had stated that "Malachi Francis entered the service as a
private, but was promoted to the office of some grade before he
left the service, and that he must have served in all at least
three years."
Bartholomew Francis, a son, and others stated about the same with
Bartholomew adding that "he believed Malachi may have been in the
Battle of Brandywine fought on Sept 11, 1777 and at the Battle of
Guilford Court House in North Carolina near the Dan River, and at
the seige of Yorktown in September - October 1781, and that he
was at the surrender of said Cornwallis Oct. 19, 1781. Malachi
Francis also, was promoted to a Lieutenant."
Malachi Francis and Mary Fisher had the following children:
Frederick, Bartlett (Bartholomew), Elisabeth CBetsy), Patsy,
Micajah, Susannah, Polly (Mary), Malakiah, Anna (Anny) and John
Francis.
Malachi died on the 12th of June 1831 in Barren Co.
not remarry and died 8 Dec 1850 in Barren Co.
Ky. Mary did
William McGinnis, husband of Elisabeth CBetsy) Francis, spoke of
Malachi's travels from Virginia to Barren Co. KY. He said: "He
was born and raised in Halifax County Virginia in the year 1782
being now sixty-nine years of age, that he was acquainted unto
the family of Malachi Francis from the time of his earliest
recollection both in the state of Virginia and after their move
to Barren County, Kentucky."
In 1852 several declarations were made; each had stated the
children's names and ages. The declarations showed that
Bartholomew was £4; Elisabeth (McGinnis) was 60; Susannah
(Martin) was 53; Mary (Bridges); was 50; Anna (Beam) was 45 and
John Francis was 43 and that the above were the survivinq
children.
MATILDA BERTIE (FRANCIS) FISHER was the daughter of Frederick and
Elizabeth (Boyles) Francis. She was born ca 1812 thought to be in
Stokes i_o. NC -- possibly Halifax Co. VA. She marrried Thomas
Fisher on 12 May 1832 Barren Co. KY. Thomas Fisher was also
listed on Frederick's Land Deeds. They had 5 children: Jo Anna
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(Jackson); Polly (Atwood); Scott, Madison, and John P. who m.
Emma Hoi 1 is.
NANCY (FRANCIS) 9IDDENS. Born ca 1819; m. John S, Siddons in
1837 in Barren Co. KY-
ELIZA JANE (or Lucy Jane) (FRANCIS) LONG. She was the wife of
Gabriel P. Long; m. 23 Aug 1842 in Allen Co. KY. She born 7 Aug
1820 Stokes Co.'nC. She is buried in Fountain Run Cemetery in KY.
Children are unknown.
ANGELINE (FRANCIS) BROWN. Born 1821; m. Robinson Brown 15 June
1847 in Allen Co. Children unknown.
WILLIAM FRANCIS. Believed to have been born 23 May 1809. Only
closely related marriage entry was Leatitea Martin on 20 Jan 1841
Stokes Co. NC.
ENOCH FRANCIS. Born ca 1845 Allen Co. KY.
Children were Lillie, Millie and Steven,
had Paul, Mamie and Hillsop Francis.
m. Elizabeth Claypool.
He m(2) Mary Sears and
GEORGE FRANCIS. Born 1847 Allen Co. KY.
also provided an write-
len Co. KY; to Warren
her was shown as James
father noted was Freder
James A. Francis m.
a (Clayton) Berry. Chi
., Sidney W., Katie A
m. 30 Aug 1864 Sarah
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FREDERICK FRANCIS ( noted above) b 30 Nov 1785; a native of
Stokes Co. NC. m. Elizabeth Boyles (or Boeli) ca 1807 in either
Halifax Co- VA or Barren Co. KY. Elizabeth was dau of William
Boyles of Stokes Co. NC; had a bro William Boyles Jr. of Atwood
Co. KY. She d. ca 1845. Frederick and Elizabeth had the
following: James Addison, Mary Atwood, William, Matilda Bertie,
Nancy Siddons, Angeline and Eliza Jane Long.
JAMES ADDISON FRANCIS b IBOS Stokes Co. NC; m. Eliza Berry 19 Nov
1832 in Allen Co. KY; She the dau of Ephraim and Rhoda (Clayton)
Berry.
BETHUEL FRANCIS son of James Addison Francis. Born
KY; m. Matilda B. Sears 11 Oct 1856 same. He was
military duty in Feb. 1864 in Allen Co. KY.
1833 Allen Co.
30 when he had
MILTON FRANCIS b. 1833 in Allen Co. KY.
the military in Allen Co.; m. Orilda M.






JAMES R. FRANCIS b 1840 Allen Co. KY
SIDNEY W.
Claypool 30
FRANCIS b 11 May 183S Allen Co. KY; m. Sarah J.
Auq 18&4. He was 24 on hiB military duty Feb. 18&4.
KATIE A. FRANCIS b 1842 Allen Co. KY; m. James J. Sears.





F. andsame. Children were:
Lelien 8/12 (per 1850
James C.7,
census).
BARTLETT FRANCIS b 24 Jan 1788 in VA (probably Halifax Co.) M. a
Nancy ~ possibly Meseker — in 1809. He appears on the IBo^JO
Barren Co. census with Frederick Francis and Micajah Francis,
brothers. He went by Bartlett or Bartholomew
land deeds. Bartlett, age 60 on the 1850
and children Fanny age 28; Nancy age 16; and
age 12; James Mefsker age 9; Bartholomew
All born in KY except Bartlett and Nancy who
were b. VA. Bartholomew Francis, with brother John came to buy
land 13 Oct 1834. Bartholomew and Nancy members of the Concord














Joel b 27 Apr 1810 Barren
Fanny b 1815 same; m
gone back to NC.
Elenor b ca 1825; m.
several land deeds.
Bartholomew Jr. b VA; m possibly ca 1850 or after the census.
Might have been married twice. Blacksmith during Civil War.
Nancy b ca 1835 Barren Co.; m
Mary Francis b ca 1819.
Co; m. Matilda Renfro 20 Sept 1840.
DC Murphy 1871 same - she might have
Uriah Martin 1843 Barren Co. He signed
(?) Harlan Fike 1866 same.
Penny Francis stated that she believed that there was another
line off Malachi Francis and Mary Fisher - Micajah Francis who
married twice — once to Electa Sheets and also to Nancy J.
(French) Ross. She believes that his might fit in as the 8th
child who was b 11 May 1804. She wishes to find out about
Erasmus Tracyfield that was shown on page 397 of the Land Deeds
of 1842 Barren Co. KY. Could this possibly have been a cemetery
plot? Also, is there a map showing the military line running
from NC, Virginia, Indiana and Kentucky? Malachi Francis kept a
diary of the Revolutionary War and parts of it were in the
Military records as VA 3744. She is seeking the original
records.
***
Ihe James R^. Beam Family
Contributed by Penny M. Francis, 4902 S. Walcott, Indianapolis,
IN 46227.
James R. Beam ~ Justice of the Peace and a farmer, b 1803; son of
Jacob Beam (age 88 on the 1850 census). Mother unknown. Married
55
Anna Francis (b 3
and Mary Fisher).













John Beam b 182S
Mary Beam b 1830
James R. Beam b 183!
Neely (male) Beam b
Jacob Beam b 1S3&
William Beam b 1838
1834
7. Sarah A. Beam b 1840
8. Eliza J. Beam b 1842
9. Catherine Beam b 1844
10. George Beam b 1846
11. Joseph F. Beam b 1847
12. Enoch Beam b 1850
Franc i s
IHE IHQMAS BRIDGES FAMILY
Contributed by same.
Thomas Bridges - farmer -- owned 2,500 acres;
Polly Francis (b 12 Jan 1802 Halifax Co. VA!).
in Barren Co. :
1. Malakiah Bridges b 1822 5.
2. Martha Bridges b 1828 6.
3. Sally Bridges b 1831 7.
4. Harriel b 1833 8.
b 1794 in SC; m.
Children - all born
***
Matilda Bridges b 1835
William T. Bridges b 1837
James Bridges b 1839
Amanda Bridges b 1841
SERVANT, INDENTURED SERVANT
A servant was merely a person in the employ or service of
another. A slave was owned by the master. An indentured servant
was a person who was bound by contract to work for another. He
might be a master workman, an apprentice, a laborer, a school
teacher, etc. An indentured servant had to fulfil the terms of his
contract.
The term "indenture" actually applied to the paper on which
the contract was written. This term is more misunderstood than any
found in Colonial records. If a man died and did not leave a will
in which he named guardians for his minor sons, the court was
compelled by law to bind them to some responsible person. This
person could be a brother, an uncle or other relative, neighbor or
friend. They were held strictly accountable to the court.
A son could be indentured to another to learn a trade or a
daughter to learn the art of housekeeping. A man might indenture
himself in return for passage money to the colonies or to earn
money to later buy land for himself.
The above is copied from "The Barrens", A Family History of
South Central Ky., with the permission of author E. H. White.
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JAe. ^oneA. lamiLy, BuA-yin^ ^Aou/id
Locxii-ion: the. faAm of. OAvLtLe. d 'Rehe.c.cu BnoohAy aboujL iJiA.e.Q. mLteA
^aAt of JempLe. HLLL - Bajoo^a Hoad^ jxiAi. off of ^iLL lioad,
Jhe Qem^tejiy. iA behind the. biiAn on a bliLff ovejdLookiny. Sha^gA £A.e.ek,
9nAiAe. of an Lmyn fenc,e aAC iAe. foLLowuig, ^AaveAi
DouhLe Stone
Jonathan) Bacon boAn kSeptembeA l8k0 dLed 2 i^e&em^eyi
AA/nLida (BAoady,) Bacon boAji /7 lebAiuiAy. fSSO died 20 JebAjjJXAy. f^2S
SingZe. Stone
9da /f. (BaconXOLiveA) JoAjd boAn IS JebAiuiAy. I&?k dLed 20 Augwit l^06
9nfant child op 9da A(Bacon) (f OJiixkA (Ho ^ionej
9nfant child op 'J/alteA d QLyde(Bacon) Shh/ea. (Ho Stone.)
9n.fant Aon op ^Lbejit <f ViAjgLe. Bacon (No Sione.)
9nfant op f^iLton <f LvihyAtijs, (Bin^e.) Bacon (No Stone.)
OuiAide. of the fenc.e. wa^ <^ite. a few gAaveA. with fLelA. AioneA - JhiA
paAt ha^ be.en plowed up and A.own in gnaAA., BeLie.ved to have. be.en
buAjied theAe. aAeJ
Jiuo Ba/iiL QhiLdnen. ihat died in iAe, l^20'a.
ABoyd boy I0~12 yeaAA of aye. ihat dnowne^d in the. miLL pond in the. IS^O'a
pfiiAA fo-LLi-e. LuA-teA, aye. 22 (Dau.yhteA. op lAunh LuAteA - SiAteA. op
QhaALeyf ^ake., ^d (f Hejviy LuAteJi)
^AA* Abb be. BuAyeAA aye. 6S dLed 19 ^90S
AIaoj thAeje. ynxxveA of the. ^oneA ItmLiy weA.e. Aemoved to iAe ^Lx/l^ou) (^emeteAy




f^o4.t tAe toULowin^ In^Amai-ion wa^ y.Lv€n by. (hLidjieA Bacon, a yAxind-
dauj^h^AA. of. both SyJvanoA and ^ohnaihan Bacon,
QhaA^eA Bacan d ^Li^b^ih (QaA-yj Bacon of. ^Jone.AboAJo, Jevma^yiee u^e-^e
Me paAArdtA of, ^LgM. ckijLdn.ej\: Armindu, LoaiAa, /^on^tgomeAy, SyivanuA,
pAeAJton <S ^ancy Bacon*
SytvanoA (f ^ohfuiiJian Bacon came, to BaAA.en Qouni.y, Kejiixuchy. atteA. iJxe.
ufaA. beiween iAe A^^eA., •^Ae.y bougJvL ad^jott^xhiy, fsiAmA aboui. iAaee mLLea.
eaAt, o{,JempLe. HUjL» Ike pxAm of.SyivanuA La. aJlLLL in kiA. fanlLy.
HLa Aon, ^.Lbejvt and now kiA. yAiindAon ^oe. (haxweLL Bacon Lb/eA iAeA.e*
Ai. one time Plati., ^^LbeAi., Jom, Ploni-gomeAy. (f liicKey Bacon owned
ad^itfiing, fjjAmA of AeveAat kundAed acA^A., Joday moAi. of tkiji Land la
Ai,iLL owned by Bacon He.iAA,
Sytvanu/L Bacon boAn 28 dec.embeA 18^8 di&d2§ lebAunAy i8^2'-BaAAeJi Qo* Ky*
PiaAA.ied k ApA.iL l86l ^^aAkinyihn Qo» JenneAA.ee. by: S, leAguAon.
SoAakflnn Qa^y boA/i 7 lebAnaAy f8^/aAkinyton Qo» Jn, died 7 Dec^ i^l2
Ske waA tke dau^kteji of ^oAe^k (f QaikeA.ine C^Ay.
5yLvanuA. &Sajuik Ann/ajte bmiijed ai Ake //ome VLace^-on ike ^oe, Pi, Bacon JoAm.
Jkey weAe. tke. paAe/vtA of nine. chiLdjien:
/. (hiAia QatkeAUie Bacon boA/i / Odobeji i862 died23 ^^y ^93^
^aAjiied t8^0 - BaAJien Qo* Kentujzky
^im H, (hoAAA boAJi 9 ^une. {8k^ died ^ AaguAt 1^26
(JatkeA, of Amanda SuA-an (^aAAAj Bacon)
BuAt&d: fed&n (^emeieA.y - BaAA.en Qowxty, Kentucky
2, ^Lipi Atice. Bacon boA/i 23 DecembeA i86^ died AuyuAt i95^
PlaAfiied (8^0 BaAjien Qounty Kentucky
^im V, JjuyxaLL bonn /6 AuguAt /87O died 7 f'ldAcA 19^6
BojiLext feden QemeteAy - BaAAen Qounty Kentucky
QkiidAen.: HobeAi., eAteAfieLdi, Anna l^ae., J/iLLie, ^.ffi^ Lee., (f
Addie. JaoxuLL,
J, l^adiAon Plonnoe. (PlattJ Bacon boAn 17 I^OAck I867 dixA ^ ApAiL /9^7
PiaAAied (88^ BaAAen Qounty, Kentucky
filoAy HopkinA (thoLLiieJ BoaLoula boAn IS ^ctobeA t867 died /J Sept,1^2^
BuAiedi Union if2 - BaAAen Qounty, Kentucky
QkLidAen: ^ackiie, PioAtka, DaiA.e.y, Den, QktiAiie. <f DexteA Bacon,
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k, ([bb) Bacjon. bo/ur 21 ^anuoAy. {8jO dieA IS I'̂ p^Li 19^6
(^aAA.ieA lS^6 BoAAen (bounty, Ke.niucky
P\aAy ViAyinia (VOuyLe^) Bacon boA/i (6 ^aiuuxA.y iSjy BiexL 27 JehAuoAy f9S9
(daityhixji of. ^ohmithan Bacon)
BuJiieAi Union ^2 Q&nei.^y - BaAA&n Qowxty, Keniacky
QkLidnjtn: Otuenj ^/nma, ilAjtie.f /Nevada, ^iLdnjeAj /'Jax^le /VeZ^ ^eweJJ, <f
^oe.,fl'(j^cu^LL Bacon




6. ^tiLia Ann Bacon boAji 9 fiovembeA. (S76 di&d 12 JehAwiAy (9^3
Neveji maAAied
BuAi&d: Home, VLace, - /^. Bacon JaAm - BoAAAn (^ounty, Kejnjjjuchjy
7. iJLLlxm HenAy Bacon boA/i 7 ApAiL iS79 di&d S ^uLy i96i
flloAAied 1903 BaAAJin QoujvLyf Kentucky
BexLia Jaca boAn died l9Sf
BuAiedl QhiMpQ'tyn.f 9L,
QkildAen: feoA^t Bind.ie.f ^uhy, PloAy, PlabeL, Ha^keLf JohnnLe.,
Owen, cf VeAjion Bacon.
8. ^oknnLe. i^aA^in Bqcon boAn // ^tiLy (88! died 13 ^ov&nbeA i9^3
Ne3/eA flloAALed
BuA/ied: Home, flace. - PlaxweLL Bacon JaAm - BaAAen (^o. Ky,
9* ^meAjy Bacon Boajx ^ DLed 22 Sepi., I886
BuAied: Home. fLace, - fll. Bacon JaAm.
faAji ot SyivanuA <f SaAak 'Inn BaconA ckiidAen wejie. boAJX in JenneAAeje..
AIas /^ait Bacon Aiated that. ke. waA, nine. y&aAA oLd wken Ac came., wiiJx
kiA paAeniAf pwm Qa^t JenneAA.ee. to BaAAen Qountyf Keniitcky.
(Jke.y made. tke. Lak^ in a coveAed. wayon)
^oknaikan W, Bacon boAn h SeptembeA l8kO died 2 DecembeA /9O9 ^BaAAAn Qo*
/^aAAied // OctobeA (866 - BaAAen Qountyf Kentucky - By: JkonuiA. S, -J/aLton
AAmiLda BAjoady boAn (7 JehAuxiAjy {8S0 died 20 JehAuaAy (925 -BaAAen Qo*
(DaiiykieA of. iLL'ujjn BAoady <f SaLLie. JAe.enuin)
BuJiieib ^oneA JamiLy BuAyiny ^Aound -BaAAen Qounty, Kentucky
Jke.y u/e/ie tke. paAAntA of Six QkiLdnAni
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/. {^UJLa. thont^mAAjy Bacon boAn. (9 ^qacA /S69' di&d. «?5 ^ehAiiaA^ f935
f^oAALed /S97 Boaaati Qoiuvtyf Kervtucky.
Limy. BoAhotuL boA/i /J* (^ay (878 dLeA J OaiobeA. i9^3
SiAi,eJL op ^)aA.y HopkijiA (fhoULie.) BoAhouA. Bacon
BmiLext Union ff2 QemeJiejiy - Bqaa&ji Qounty, Kentucky
QhiLdnAn: OAjaf fl}yAjti&f SaULi-tj fzaALj Hami.e. cf HobeAi. Bacon,
2, IlLchaAjd Hejvty (KisJvsjy) Bacon boAn 17 Hovem.beA i^O dLeA 2i HovembeA. i9^7
flloAALed /9O/ BaAAe/i QouAi-y, Keivbichy
t^manda SuAan fSunie^J AIoaaa boAn 16 HovembeA /87S dJjsjd2S ^une.
BuAiest Union if2 QeneieAy - BaAAen Qounty, Kentucky
QfiLidAen: (^imeAf PiyAtLe, 'kayt ^druxt QLydef QhAtA. (f ^weJLL Bacon,
J, 9da il-Lijce, Bacon boAii /5 JebAiuiAy died. 20 Au.yuAt I906
flloAAced /-ajd, /S97 §*''̂ ,OLiveA
One. cKiJLd died in in.fxin.cy
fllaAAced 2nd, JoaA
BuAijed: ^oneA JamiLy SuAyiny ^Ajou/id - BaAAen Qountyf Kejvtucky,
{^oAy yKAyinia (ViAjyij^) Bacon boA/i i6 ^amtxiAy IS77 diied 27 f959
P\aAAijext 18^6 BaAAen Qoanty, Keivtuucky
(UbeAt. l^ijLLeA (^bb) Bacon boA/i 2i ^aruioAy (879 dijed. iS i^pAiJ- 19^
BuAUSjb Union ^2 Qemei.eAjy - Boaasji Qountyf Kentwchy
QkiJLdAenX Oweiii t^Ati.e, HevacLzf l^ildAed, /flaxie HeLL <f ^e
5. ^ameA Jhoma^ (^im JomI Bacon boAit 30 ^wuioAy i8&) died // §an, 1929
HeveA flIaAAied
BuALed: Union QemeteAy - BaAAen (^ountyf KentucAy
6, Johnny fexbui Bacon boAn 13 188} died 29 ^^y
PioAAied 1906 BaAAen Qountyf Kentwiky
Haitie. (hcDoALand boAn 4 ^aniuiAy l8&7 died 17 ^aniujAy 19^^
BuAiedx SummeA Shadjs. QemeteAy - f^etca-Lfe. Qounty, Kentuxiky
No QhtLdA&n
Bacon JamiLy Qem.et.eAy - Home, fiace.
SyLvanitA Bacon boAn 28 bexiembeA /8j8 died 2^ JebAuaAy /892 (Ho 4jtone.J
SaAak linn (QoAy) Bacon bokn 7 JehAuaAy i8k( died 7 Dec.embeA i9t2 (Ho Stone.)
^uLte. linn Bacon boAn 9 HovembeA (876 died 12 lehAwjAy I9O] (Ho Stone.)
^rneAy Bacon Boa/i (f Died 22 SeptembeA 1886 (Ho Stone.)
Johnnie ^aAt.in Bacon boAn // ^ul.y I88I died /J HovembeA. 1903 (Ho Atone.)
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AN EARLY GRIST MILL
This mill was located in Southeastern Barren County on Peters Creek.
It was probably originally operated by Obdiah Wade.
Asa Young, b- May 13, 1795; d. January 13, 1865.
In the settlement of his Father's estate, George C Young received
the home tract of 350 acres of land and his brother , Asa Ellis Young received the
Pleasant Hill tract of 419 acres. Most probably the boundary between the
two tracts followed Peters Creek.
A grist mill on Peters Creek was a part of the home tract and was
in operation until after the death of George C Younc} in 1895. Mill record
books are dated into 1901. Record books of mill operations and liJimber sales





































































































EAYNE-SEARS: Seek to share information on the siblings and
relatives of UJilliam "Billy" Quigley. He b. KY or VA 1802—1804;
head of household, Monroe Co. KY 1830 and 1840. Bought land in
Barren Co. in 1837 along Skaggs Creek. Md. Susan (Kingrey?) and
had 9 children who removed to Sullivan Co. MO in 1847. I believe
his brother, Jonathan Qaigley remained in KY. Possibly James
Ouigley was his father. James was head of household in Barren Co.
1810. The 1820 census shows James in Monroe Co. In 1850, James
appears in Barren Co, age 79, b. PA, in Phoebe Quigley's
household. William R. Quigley and P.W. Gainstead's relationship
are under study. They witnessed an indenture of Wm. Quigley on 25
Sept 1847. Reportedly, Emberton's, Frazier, Gose, Harris, Hill,
Pagae, Payne and Sears families traveled with Quigleys to
Sullivan CO. Mo. Tom Quigley, 4 Heritage Lane, Natick, MA 01760.
***
LEWISZ/FLIPPlNi Need parents of Nancy Mosby Lewis b. 8 Apr 1830
TN. Grew up in KY. Mar. Samuel Wesley Flippin ca 1848 supposedly
in Monroe Co. Were on 1850 census of Monroe Co. Moved to TX with
bro. Thomas A. Flippin and then to Ark. where several children
were born. Will refund all postage. Mable Flippin, 112 N.
Harrill, Wagoner, OK 74467.
***
QHBIilMAS/CHRISMAN/UND^ Seeking information on Thomas
Christmas/Chrismas b. 1788 NC and seeking information on his
wife, Margaret Underwood b 1785 Maryland. Md. April 1811 in
Caswell Co. NC- Children: Clarissa b 181& NC; Margaret b 1817 NC
and m. Harmon Houck; John b. 1825 Maury Co. TN; m. Rebecca Bell;
David T. b. 1828 Maury Co. TN; m. Sallie Harris. Family in Barren
Co. KY by 1839, Skaggs Creek area. Deeds, census and will of
Thomas 1873 all Barren Co. KY. Will share. Nancy B. Weller, 5202
Atlantic Ave., Virginia Beach, VA 23451
***
t^ING/PRIEST; Work in progress on ancestors and descendants of
John B. King (1775-1842), who m. Elizabeth S, "Betsy" Priest, dau
of Sarah McKay and Peter Priest. Will be grateful for any
contributions. Mrs. Marqaret L. Hill, P.O. Box 236, Mollusk, VA
22517.
***
PIERCE^ Seeking information on all Pierces, including spouses and
children, from before 1800 to present. Mrs. Susie Pierce Steele,
916 Hitching Post Lane, Birmingham, AL 25210.
•N-K--K-
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DOORESi Interested in James W. Doores who is in the 1850 Barren
Co. census, age 50, with sons Robert A1 Doores and William Edwin
Doores. Other Doore's history is in Boyle Co., Mercer Co.,
Lincoln Co., Allen Co., Calloway Co- etc. I am interested in
every Doores such as...French Doores, Dr. William Morris Doores,
Walker Doores and William J. Doores. Susan Doores, 508 N. 2nd
W., Missoula, MT 59802
***
MEADQR/BQSTXCKi I would like to correspond with anyone
researching Meador Barren Co. KY 1850 and Bostick same. Alice M.
Carpenter, 1205 Bristol Court, Modesto, CA 95350.
***
SIQVALL/FORDi Sarah Ann Stovall b 27 Apr 182S KY; d 4 Dec 1903
near Lillian, Johnson Co. TX. She m. Alexander Ford 31 Jan 1842.
Alexander was son of Peter and Susanna Edwards Ford. Sarah and
Alexander lived Metcalfe Co., KY 1850 near Three Springs where he
was a surveyor. Their children were: Catherine, William,
Absolom, John, Peter, James, Joseph, Lucinda, Sarah and Robert.
Letter of withdrawal from Three Springs Baptist Church Sept 1877-
TX census of 1900 Sarah was a widow. Were William and Lucinda
McDaniel Stovall her parents? Any help appreciated. Delia Ford
Nash, 2515 NW 2&, OK City, OK 73107.
***
HUNIZEAIIERSQN/BEARD/CLAY/RICHARDSON/SHIRLEY/CLARKi Need
information on Hunts in Barren Co. in 1830's. Abel and Elizabeth
had 13 children: Alexander m. Mary Beardj Oliver, Noah, Daniel,
Hannah m. ?Pattersonj Joanna m. John D- Clay; Sarah, Alemeth m.
Virginia Richardson; Azubeth m. Moses Shirley, Jeremiah B. m.
Elizabeth Clay on 3 Aug 1839 Cmy ancestor); Wilson m. Elizabeth
Clark; Francis Marion, Elizabeth, Jeremiah and Elizabaeth in
Murray, Calloway Co. KY b 1860 with 9 children: Emily F-, John C.
(my great grandfather); William F.,; Mary P., Luann; Charles;
Josephus N.; Martha; and J.B. Mrs. J. 0. Dunn, P.O. Box 2480,
Hot Springs, AR 71914.
***
!!iyB!=§Y/C0E/M00RE_5_ Wish to contact any descendant of Caroline
Murley and Jesse Coe. I descend from Caroline's bro. Sanford
Murley who were children of Margaret Moore and Daniel Murley-
Will exchange info. Leila F. Evett, 1312 N. Post Road, Oklahoma
City, OK 73130.
***
SMIIH/SMITH/SMIIH/GEARHARI/ Thomas J. Smith b 26 June 1802
in VA; d 1 Mar 1874; m. Susanna Creasey b 13 June 1814 in VA; d
26 Dec- 1879. They m. 9 Dec 1830 Cumberland Co- KY and moved to
Warren Co. KY in 1839/1840, about 1 mile south of Pilot's Knob -
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South 8< east of Smith's Grove. In 1865/6 they moved to
Horsecave, KY in Hart Co. and were buried there. They were
Presbyterians. I am trying to establish that the above Thomas J.
Smith was Cor was not) a brother of John C. Smith b 1804 VA and d
1858/8. He was m. to Sarah Dudley Gearhart b 1813; d 1854. They
left Cumberland Co. with Milly Smith, his mother about 1843 to
Warren Co. and lived 1-2 miles west of cemetery at Smith's Grove
in which they were buried.
John Craig and Isabella Smith m. 1816/7 in Cumberland Co- KY. She
was a sister of John C. Smith and a Thomas J. SmithC?) They moved
later to Barren (?) and Warren Co. Perhaps they have
documentation if Thomas J. Smith Cm. to Susanna Creasy) was her
brother. Any proof or documentation on the above relationshop of
John C. Smith and Thomas J. Smith will be appreciated. I have
abundant information to share on my Thomas J. Smith & S.
Creasey's descendants- Aileen L. Catlett, 213 Byrd Drive,
Midwest City, OK 73110
***
SIAIQN/STEAIQN/GENIRY: Still searching for parents of Sarah
(Sally) Steaton/Staton who m. Shelton Gentry 14-6-1814 in Barren
Co. KY. Steaton was the spelling on marriage record, but a
correspondent suggests the name may be Staton. Postage returned.
Dorothy Powers Elliot, RR#1, Box 19, Muscatine, lA 52761.
***
BQLLINQ/CQX/SLOAN^ Need any information concerning LeannaCh)
Boiling Cox who md 2nd Archibald Sloan 1813 Barren Co. KY.
Postage returned- Dorothy Powers Elliott, RR#1, Bo>r 19,
Muscatine, lA 52761.
***
Parents needed of Chole Jones m- 1804 Barren Co.
KY to Richard Weathers, son of William Weathers of Washington Co.
TN in latter 1700's. Postage returned. Dorothy Powers Elliott,
RR#1, Box 19, Muscatine, lA 52761-
***
iMiiBIQN/WALDRICK/WALDROPE/MATIHEWSi Searching for information on
Susanna Emberton, 1810 Monroe Co. Census; husband Richard?
Especially interested to learn Susanna's maiden name and/or
origin or Richard Emberton. Would be interested to learn
something about the parents/fami1y of Sally Waldrick/Waldrope.
She md. Richard R. Emberton 16 Jan 1812, Barren Co. Also looking
for parents of Mary "Polly" Matthews who md. Richard Cornelious
Emberton ca 1858, Monroe Co. All mail answered. Elizabeth





Ci:> James Bolen b? m. 29 Oct 1794 Mercer Co. Ky. to Anne
El 1 i c oc k.
(2) James Bolen b ca 1795j m? and had: James Jr. b 1822 VA (now
KY); Rhoda b ca 1828 VA (now KY); Fredrick b 1842; Harrison b ?;
Manerva b ? and others. Who was his wife and mother of these
chiIdren?
(3) Killian Creek aka Guilin Greig b 1750; m. Margaret Holloway
<b ca 1755). Children; Catherine, Nancy, Soloman, Isaac, Abraham,
John and others.
(4.1 Lazaras Webb b 13 Jan 1773 VA m. Nancy Creek (b 15 Apr 1780
VA; on 4 July 1797; came to IL 1812.
C5) Francis Kington b 1788 Henry Co. VA; m. Nancy Garrett Smith
of Hopkins Co. KY; widow of Major Adam Smith. Died 1824 KY.
(6!) John Car It on m. Mary Watson 5 Oct 1807 Mercer Co. KY.
C7) Who were the parents of Richard Carlton b 1829 and Elizabeth
Carlton b ca 1811-1825?
C8) David Falaga b 16 Dec 1811 TN; m- Penalope Randies.
(9> Penelope Randies b 26 July 1819 TN; dau of William Randies
and Elizabeth McConey.
Betty Lou Kinqton, "Golden Acres", 4723 N. Edqewood Drive,
Peoria, IL 61615.
***
yERRlI HASAN/EDGEFX^LDZyiL§Q!^i. George Hamilton Wilson is known
to have lived in Monroe Co. and Allen Co. KY. Among his keepsakes
was a bill from Merrit Hagan at ???Edgefield with an incomplete
date - March 17,, ..70 (1870?). A two—cent stamp, attached to the
bill, has the initials M ?< H written on it. The account is for
G.W. Wilson, George Hamilton Wilson C1840-1S20), son of William
Jordan Wilson C1793-1866) had a son Dr. Granville Wallis Wilson
(1864-1906) not the right age. Many Merrits and Hagans live in
this section near Kentucky/TN line. Can anyone identify these
people or locate Edge field? Gloria Wilson Brown, 208 Hurst Drive,
Old Hickory, TN 37138.
***
SMXTH/AKERSj_ Can anyone give me an idea of where I might find
the following missing information: Husband: William S. Smith b.
1816 Barren Co. KY; m. where (Barren?) to Mary Jeff (Polly) Akers
(b 1818 KY; d 1850/51 Barren (?). There is a Mary Jane, dau of
James Akers in Barren, but is she the wife of William?
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William S, Smith - family tradition is that the S- stands for
Street. 1850 Barren census lists wife Mary. i860 Metcalfe Co.
lists wife Sally. 1870 census Metcalfe lists wife Lucinda, No
record of marriage to Lucinda Morehead found at this time — may
be a cousin as Wm's mother is a Morehead. Father was Josiah
Campbell Smith.
Mary Jeff CPolly) Akers. George W. Smith's death cert. listed
mother as Rebassa and birth place as TN (Abner Akers was from
TN;j . and I think since she d. when George was young and William
had 3 wives, the person giving information was incorrect.
ChiIdren:
1. William 0. Smith b 1842 Barren Co., m 8 Apr 1800 Martha Free.
1850 Barren CO. census - marriage from Metcalfe KY register.
2. Elizabeth F. CMary E. ;> Smith b 4 Jan 1844 Barren; m. 5 Sept
1865 Metcalfe Co. C?>; m. Jacob Mayfield, 6 yrs old - listed
as Elizabeth F. on 1850 census and Mary E. on 1860.
3. George Washington Smith b 5 Dec 1845 Barren; m. ca 1865
Metcalfe (.7)} m. Margaret W. Martin. Listed 1870 and 1880
census - minister known as "Preacher Smith". 3 yrs. as private
in Civil War 13th Reg. Conf. Calvary.
4. Winchester R. Smith b Oct 1348 Barren Co; d 1920; m. 2 Sept
1869 Penelope CNellie) Martin. 1850 Barren; 1860 and 1870
Metcalfe.
5. Seburn R. Smith b 6 Oct 1850 Barren Co.; d 8 Apr 1906; m 3 Jan
1871 Anna Young. 1860/70 Metcalfe.
Carolynn Salas, 3400 W. Midvalley Rd., Cear City, UT 84720.
LAUQHERY Seek to contact anyone related to or working with the
Laughery family. Sometimes spelled Lawthry, Lowery, Laugherty.
Irish family - settled originally Ohio; possibly to VA and then
my line ending up in Logan (Lincoln, Chestnut, Mt. Pulaski) and
Sangamon Co. (Rochester, Springfield) IL. Will exchange data.
Sandra K. Laughery Gorin, 817A N. Race Street, Glasgow, KY 42141.
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BOOK REVIEWS
BIBLE AND FAMILY RECORDS OF BARREN CQUNIY KENIUQKY ^ SURROUNDING
AREAS yOLUyi li by Sandra K. Laughery 6orin, 817A North Race
Street, Glasgow, KY C502> 851-9114.
Actually this volume is a continuation of Vol. I that Eva Coe
Peden published in 1978, before her death in 1980. Vol. II
consists of around one hundred and fifty Bible and family
records. This publication in soft back cover contains 167 pages
including an index of over 650 surnames. Price per copy $12.50
plus $1.50 for shipping and handling. KY residents add 57. sales
tax. Orders and other info. should be directed to the compiler
whose name and address is given above.
***
Di^IHS AND OBIIUARIES A-L ISurnames beginning with A through LI
QQ^iEING barren^. MEICALFEi. MONROEj^ HARI^. AND SURROUNDING AREAS^
i by Sandra K- Laughery Gorin, S17A North Race Street,
Glasgow, KY 42141. Phone 502—651—9114.
Published Feb 1990 in soft back cover containing 166 pages with
index of over 1000 surnames. Price per copy $15.00 plus $1.50 for
shipping and handling. KY residents add 57. sales tax.
This compilation is from many sources. The compiler names the
source and gives credit to those whose work was used in the
publication. Parents' names, place of death, attending physician,
cause of death, spouse's name, place of burial, list of
survivors, tributes, some times a biographial history and the
minister or elder who conducted the funeral is given. There is a
report of a murder including the trial and detailed description
of the banging. Also an account of a severe storm that moved
through Barren County on the night of Jan. 17, 1869. Most deaths
in this publication occurred after 1865 and span the time to the
mid 1930's. This publication is a must for the genealogist who is
searching in the above-named areas.
***•
DEAIHS AND QillUARIES M~Z ISURNAMES BEGINNING WIJH M IHRU Z'l
COVERING BARREN^ MEIQALFE^ MONRQEj^ HARI^ AND SyRRQUNDING AREASj^
VOLUME 11, by Sandra K. Laughery Gorin - address above.
This is the conclusion of the records begun in Volume I. The
same format is used and over 1,000 additional surnames are
included. Full name index. Published Feb 1990 in soft back
cover containing 104 pages with write-ups on the "Gradyville
Disaster", Memorial services at Zion Church for all funerals
conducted there, and coffin accounts. Price same as above-
***
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ALLEN CgUNIY KENIUCKY VIJAL SIAIISIICS REVISIIED 1852-1904
Births - Deaths - Marriages -- Copyright 1988. By Martha Werst
Jackson, 509 Pea Ridge Road, Scottsville, Ky. Price per copy
$16.50, includes handling Zt etc. Soft back cover, 78 pages
including index with over 600 surnames.
Contents for publication copied from micro-film purchased by the
compiler from the Kentucky Historical Society, Frankfort, Ky. It
is exciting to know that there was a period later than 1852-1862
when KY kept a record of Vital statistics. This publication
gives the years that these recorded statistics were kept. This
info- will give the Allen Co. genealogist a new lead in their
research.
***
Books reviewed Feb. 22, 1990 by Ralph R. Garmon.
NEWiii
QQyi^IY ORDER BOOK 4B. Abstracted by Martha Reneau from
the original; Order Book 4B covers the time period from October
1818 through November 1827. Book contains 73 pages, with a full
name index of over 532 surnames. Abstracted with particular
interest to genealogical references: this fascinating period
covers those early times in Barren Co. when roads were being laid
out, grist mills erected and includes the names of many of the
earliest settlers whose wills were being proven. Printed,
indexed and offered with the permission of the abstracter, this
soft-back book sells for $7.50 plus $1.50 shipping and handling.
KY residents add 5'/. sales tax. Order from: Sandra K. Laughery
Gorin, 817A North Race Street, Glasgow, KY 42141.
***
IHE JldMY SIMMONS:. FAMILY SHEEIS. For over 30 years, Jimmy
Simmons, well-known history teacher for the Glasgow High School,
required his students to complete family sheets on their own
family as part of their history requirements. Over 3,000 family
sheets were accumulated over the years and are now being entered
in a vast data base. Some families traced back as early as the
1300's and all span into the late 1970's. Even though Jimmy nor
the compiler can guarantee the total accuracy of these family
sheets, there is a vast amount of family data that will fill in
MANY gaps in your genealogy records. Even if some of the
material is not totally accurate, it has been proved that the
leads given will open up many new avenues of research. Not
being offered in book form (except by special arrangement with
the compiler), these names are available for data searches. For
each surname you desire, send $2.00 for a computer printout for
all the families with that last name. Variations $1.00 extra per
surname if there is a great difference in spelling. Printouts
will run from 1/2 page to 10-20 pages on some more common names.
Please enclose a long SASE for most names; or include $1.00 extra
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for names like Smith, Jones, Peden, Britt, etc. Money refunded
iX Q2t 9Q Please allow 2 weeks for delivery of your
printout as each database will be created after receiving your
inquiry. Printed with the permission of Jimmy Simmons. Order
from Sandra K. Laughery Gorin, B17A North Race Street, Glasgow,
KY 42141. Phone inquiries at 502-651-Sll.
***
barren county KY. WILL BOOK 2 ABSTRACTS. Abstracted by the late
Eva Coe Peden, Will Book 2 covers the period of 1817 through
1829. Printed by permission, these abstracts will be of great
assistance for the researcher of this period. All pertinent
information is given; administrators, descendants, locations of
land, witnesss, and the page number where the original wills,
settlements, power of attorney and dowers can be found.
Softbound, full name index. Order at $7.50 plus $1.50 shipping
and handling from Sandra K. Gorin, 817A North Race Street,
Glasgow, Ky 42141. Ky. residents add 5%.
***
SOUTHERN KENTUCKIANS, Historical Sketches of Barren and
Surrounding Counties in Kentucky, by Cecil E. Goode, local
historian. This book contains a collection of historical sketches
first published over the last four years in the Glasgow Daily
Times, expanding on some of the subjects treated in his previous
books and coverning subjects not already covered. It brings to
life many aspects of Barren County's and nearby history. Over 50
photographs and illustrations, 200 pages of text, full-name
index, handsomely bound in hard cover and attractively designed.
Some of the subject include: Where the Early Settlers Came From,
Our English Heritage, Our Scottish Heritage, County Loyalty,
Courthouse Squaraes and Courthouses, Glasgow Hi-Jinks, Colorful
Lawyers, Pioneer Preahers, Inns and Taverns, Mammoth Cave,
Charlie Boles Diary as a Young Man, etc. Price is $19.00 each,
if order is to be mailed, please add $2.00 posting and handling.
Combination of Southern Kentuckians and Heart of the Barrens,
$29.00. Order from: Southern Kentuckians, 111 Douglas Drive,
Glasgow, KY 42141.
"IT IS MY WILL AND DESIRE..." MONROE CO., KY. SELECTED WILLS
1859-1915 Those of you who have ancestors in Monroe County
know how very difficult it is to trace them, and how very,very
valuable any records are concerning Monroe County. Marcella
Headrick has compiled this book of selected wills of Monroe Co.
it contains full text of will and index of surnames and main
text index. There are 100 wills. They contain impressive
information of the late 1800's and early 1900's. The book is
8^" X 11", spiral bound, 128 pages, including index. Price
is $25.00. Order from: Marcella Headrick, Tompkinsville, Ky.
42167
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SURNAMES BEING RESEARCHED AS INDICATED BY 1990 MEMBERS OF
South Central Kentucky Historical & Genealogical Society.




Clara Houser, 2330 Dela"ware, Cleveland Hts# Oh 44106
Leona Pace» 1518 Cleveland Avenue, Cheyenne/ Wyo 82001
ADAMS Pliyllis Rhodes, P 0 Box 504, Oakland, II 61943
Dorothy B. Wear, M.P.O. 64 R, Mathews Rd, Washougal, Wa, 98671
Francis C. Gill, 2614 North Forty Way, South Jordan, Ut 84065
AGE-AGEE Vonnell C. Tingle, 221 Franck Ave, Louisville, Ky 40206
?»LC0RN Jpan Griffin, 1010 Reading Rd, Box 50 F, Mason , Oh 45040
ALEXANDER Rny H Garrison, 848 Braemar Rd, Flossmoor, II 60422 - 2204
Carl Locke, R # 1, Box 70, Brighton, Mo 65617
Nancy B. Weller, P 0 Box 843, Va Beach'Va, 23451
AliLEN W.L.Thomas, 11167 Old Bowling Green Rd, Smiths Grove, Ky 42171
Patricia R Schieler, 4223 White Ash Rd, Crystal Lake, II 60014
Lela E Crockett, P 0 Box 4138, West Sadona, Az 86340
Nancy B. Weller, P 0 Box 843, Va Beach Va 23451
AJ.1COOD Howard F Waldrip, 140 Point St.Brandenburg, Ky 40108
AMOS Anna L. Newman, 143 W B U C Rd, Buckhannon, W V 26201
ANDERSON W F Coleman, 1137 Greenlea Dr, Marion Oh 43302
Christopher Parke, 3988 Greensburg Rd, Edmonton, Ky 42127
Beverly A Matthews 107 N Orr Unit A Normal, II 61761
Mrs Robert L Neeland, 307 Gilbert St, Rossville, II 60963
ARTERBERRY Wanda J Walters, 1320 5 Oak St, Casper, Wyo. 82601
ASHFORD
ASHLOCK
Cornelia O.Poque, 303 S. Bedelia St, Scottsville, Ky42164
Carl Locke, R 1, Box 70, Brighton—Mo 65617
_Ty Ashlock, 2923 San Mateo blvd, W. E., AlbuguF^rqueii N M 87110
Linda S. Jess, 292 W. Main, Bedford, Ma 01835
ATTERBURG Sophia Wright, 8604 Smithton Rd, Louisville, Ky 40219
AUSTIN Margin Gentry, 2796 Etoile Rc\ Mt Hermon, Ky 42157
Beverly Bean, 667 LeBaron Ave, Pontiac, Mi 48058
BAGBY Karen McKellips, 825 N,W.44, Lawtqn^ Qk 73505
Mrs George R Hull, 518 Fulton St, Keokuk, la.53532- 5632
BAILEY Robert L Bailey, 3124 N W 16th Ave, Gainesville, F1 32605
Karen McKellips, 825 N W 44, Lawton Ok 73505
Barbara I Caudill, 309 Crestwood, Tilton, II 61833
BAIRD Andrea M Weil, 3731 Hillbrook, Ct., Nashville. Tn 37211
BAKER R Steven Richey, RR^ 1 Box 43 K, Farmer City, 111 61842_
Ronald Edward Buford, P 0 Box 243, Conroe, Texas 77305
BALEE Wanda Ralston Staebler, 3808 Bardstown Rd, Louisville, Ky 40218
BALKUM Clara House, 2330 Delaware, Cleveland hts, oh 44106
BARBOUR Wanda Hyde Parker, Star Route Box 410, Lone Grove, Ok 73443
Jessica Jansen, 1320 N W 80th,Seattle, Wa 98117
Lavelle Cox Hogue, 232 New Mexico Dr. Portales, N M 88130
Mrs James R Boyd, 1545 Shepherdsville Re, Hodgenville, Ky 42748
JARKLEY Carl Locke, R 1, Box 70, Brighton, Mo 65617
BARLOW Dolores C Rutherford, 1758 Carmelo Dr, Carmichael, Ca 95608
BARTLETT Margie Gentry, 2796 Etoile Rd, Mt Hermon, Ky 42157
BARTLEY Saundra Boice Bennett, bU24 Ponder Ave, Boise, Id 837U5
BARTON J.B.Galloway ,427 N. Green St., Glasgow, Ky 42141
BEARD Ijayelle Cox Hogg, 232 New Mexico Dr,Portables, NM 88130
Julie Scott, 201 S. 14th St, Petersburg, F1 62675
Delia Ford Nash, 2515 N.W. 26th, Okla City, Ok 73107
Andrea M Weil, 3731 Hillbrook Ct, Nashville, Tn 37211
Leona Pace, 1518 Cleveland Ave, Cheyenne, Wyo 82001
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BENEDICT Gladys B. Wilson, 128 St Marys Ct, Glasgow, Ky 42141
Mrs Edw C Hamilton, 1511 Florida Ave., Palm Harbor F1 34683
BENNETT Wanda Hyde Proctor, Star Route Box 410, Lone Grove, Ok 73443
BENNINGTON Lela E Crockett, P 0 Box 4138, West Sedona, Az 86340
BERRY Patricia R Schieler, 4223 White Ash Rd, Crystal Lake, II 50014
Arta Blonshine, 12184 W Hickory Dr, Boise Id 83704
Mary Ed Chamberlain, 224 W. Washington, Glasgow, Ky 42141
l:V v:.rly A Matthews, 107 N Orr, Unit A, Normal II 61761
Sarah R Strader, 3623 Harpers Ferry Dr., Stockton, Ca 95209










Beverly Bean, 677 Le Baron Ave., Pontiac, Mi 48058
•Kenneth W Shirley. R I Box 125. Grantville, Ks 66429
BOGAN Frank Corum, 750 Dpgybreak Drive, ^"Hanson, Ky. 42412
BOHANNON Aileen L, catlett, 213 Byrd Drive, Mindwest City, Ok 73110
Betty Lou Kinqton, 4723 N. Edqewood Dr., Peoria, II 61615
Anna L Newman, 143 WBUC Road, Buckhannon, WVa 26201
VeraJohnston 784 S. Paddock Rd, Greenwood, In 46143
Alice P carpenter, 1205 Bristol Ct., Modesto, Ca 95350
Phyllis Rhodes, P 0 Box 504, Oakland7~II 61943 ~
Delia Ford Na-'h, 2515 N.W. 26th, Okla City, Ok 73107
Barbara I caudill, 309 Crest Wood, Tilton, II 61833
BOYD Betty Lou Kington, 4723 N Edgewood Dr., Peoria, II 61615
Mrs Jamos R Boyd, 1545 Shepherdsville Rd, Hodgenville, Ky 42748






BRITT Arland Benningf ield, 6219 Moorhaven Dr., Louisville/ Ky 40228
BROADY Barbfcra I Caudill, 309 Crestwood, Tilton. il 61833
browning Gloria Wilson Brown, 208 Hurst Dr., Old tfickory Tn 37138






Susan Metzen, 5815 Hemlock, Great Bend, Ks 67530
Eva Tracy 1200 Betsy Lane, Webster, la 50595
Gloria Wilson Brown, 208 Hurst Dr, Old Hickory, Tn 37138
Mrs T E Fisher, Box 653, Dumas Tx 79029
Mrs T^ohort kral, Box 58, Corsicana, Tx 75151
Wanda W Walters 1320 S. oak St t Casper, Wyo 82601
Frank Corum, 750 Daybreak Dr., Hanson Ky 42413
BREEZE Wanda Hyde Proctor, Star Route, Box 410, Lone Grove, Ok 73443
BRIDGES Wanda Hyde Proctor, Star Route , Box 410 Lone Grove, Ok 73443
Patricia T Peterson, 6211 S E 60th Ave, Portland, Or 97206
Lavelle Cox Hogg, 232 New Mexico Dr., Portales, N M 88130
BRIGGS Vonnell D Tingle, 221 Fiank Ave, Louisville, Ky 40206
Ronald Edward Bu<flord, P 0 Box 243, Conroe Tx 77305
Rosemary Dawo6d, 5509 W. Hiqgins, Chicago, 111 60630
Mrs George R Hull, 518 Fulton St., Keokuk, la 52632-5632
Saundra Boice Bennetts 5024 Ponder Ave, Boii.'e, Id 83705
Anna L Newman, 143 V<^BUC Road Buckhannon, W V. 26201
BURGESS Mrs Martha Burgess, 738 - D Avenida Majorca, Laguna Hills, Ca 92653
BURKS Carl Locke, R # 1, Box 70, Brighton, Mo, 65617
Beverly Bean, 667 Le Baron Ave, Pontiac, Mi 48058
Marie Dickson, 712 E Wood # F, Paris, II 61944
BURTON Anna L Newman, 143 WBUC Rd Buckhannon, W v 26201
BUSHONG Mrs Leonard E Bartz, R 3 Box 89, Appleton City Mi 64724
Christopher Parke 3988 Greensburq Rd, Edmonton, Ky 42127
BUTTON John R Mutter, 9^0 Coles Bend Rd, Smiths Grove, Ky 42171
Vera Johnson, 784 S Paddock Rd, Greenwood, In 46143





Dee Doyle, P 0 Box 13bli Tacoma Wa 98407
Delia Ford Nash, 2515 N-W, 26, Okla City, ok 73107,
Dee Doyle, PL 0 box 7357.- 'jcicona Wa 98406
CARDEN Charles WGarden, 3365 Diagonal Way, Boulder, Co 80301
CARLTON Betty Lou Kinqton, 4723 N. EdqewoodPr., Peoria II 61615
Beverly Bean^ 667 LeBaron Ave, Pontiac, Mi 48058
Lavelle Cox Hogg, 232 New Mexico Dr., Portales NM 88130
Jirranie H Taylor, llOl Delor Ave, Louisvilel, Ky 40217
William G. Carter, 1030 Vista Del Mar, San Jose, Ca 95132
Hazel Kinslow, 21 Lock^vood Ct, New Albany, In 47150
Marjorie V.'est, 4017 W. Hay^rard Ave, Phoenix Az bbUbl
Irene McGnsson, 911 E Main St., Horse Cave^ Ky 42749
Nell Ruby, R # 1, Box 272, Irons, Mi 49644
Sophia Wright, 8604 Smithton Rd., Louisville, Ky 40219
Cornelia 0 Pogue, 303 S. Bedelia St., Scottsville,, Ky 4216A
Beverly A. Matthews, 107 N Orr , Unit A, Normal, II 61761
Susan Metzen, 5815 Hemlock, Cvreat Bend, Ks 67530
CASTILE Arta Blonshine 12184 W Hickory Dr., Boise, Id 83704






JEAN Griffin, lOlO Reading Rd, Box 50F,Mason Oh 45040
Ch^^oerlain Mrs Leonard E Bartz R 3, Box 89, Appleton City, Mi 64724
CHAN3ERS Martha Burgess, 738 D Avenida Majorca, Laguna Hills Ca, 92653
CHAPMAN Noni Sawyer, 10718 Walnut Dr, Sunland, Ca 91040
W.Lee Poynter, 605 24th St., West Des Moines, Id 50265
Martha Cha^anan Lentz, 27162 Petunia Ct, Cun City, Ca 92381
CHARLTON Lena D.B.Mc^lillan, R.l, Box 890, Gilmer Tx 75644
CHILDRESS Mary Ed Chamberlain, 224 W Washington ,Glasgow, Ky ^*2141
CHISM Don R Jackson. 1514 Svmons, Laramie, Wy 82070
Wanda WWalters, 1320 S. S. oak St., Casper, Myo 82701
Nancy E. Weller, 5202 Atlantic Ave P 0 Bos 843,Va Beach, Va, 23451CHRISTMAS
CLACK
Clark (e)
Patricia R. Schieller, 4223 Whitaker Rd, Crystal l4ike, II 60014
Dee Doyle, P 0 Box 7357, Tacoma Wa, 98406
Hazeldean ClarkBallard, P 0 Box 140, Vina, Ca 96092
Howard F Kaldrip, 140 Point St, Brandenburg, Ky 40108
Betty Adwell Smith, R."3Box 127, Rockwood Tn 37854
CLATON Julia Drane Becker, 3890 Crestmont Dr., Santa Monica, Ca 93455
CLAYWELL R Steven Richey, RR 1, Box 43 K, Farmer City i_ II 618A2
CLEMENT ( s) Rosemary Dawood. 5509 W Higgins, Chicr.qo, II, 60630










Barry Reynolds, 3615 61st St., Lubbock, Tx, 79413
Ty Ashlock, 2923 San Mateo Blvd, N E,?*.lbuguergue, n.m. 87110
W F Coleman, 1137 Greenlea Dr., Marion Oh 43302
Jim Griffin, 1010 Reading Rd, Box 50 F,Mason Oh 45040
William G. Carter, 1030 Vista Del Mar, San Jose, Ca 95132
Beverly Bean, 667 LeBaron Ave, Pontiac Mi 48058
Cornelia o pogue, 303 s. Bedelia St., Scottsville, Ky 42164
Don Evan Chambli:;s, 2210 Sharondale Dr, Nashville, Tn 37215
Margie Gentry, 2796 EtoileRd, Mt Hermah, Ky 42157
CONLEEE William L Thomas" 11167 Old Bowling Green Rd, Smiths Grove, Ky 4:U71
Julia Drane Becker, 3890 Crestmont Dr, Santa Maria, Ca 93455
Joanne S..-i:i-%-ll McCullogh, 8528 Huron River Dr, Union Lake, Mi 48085
Beverly Bean 667 Le Baron Ave, Pontiac Mi 48058
Julie Scott, 201 S. 14th St,Petersburg , II 62675
Charles W Palmer Jr, 652 Sherwood Dr. Bowling Green, Ky 42102
Andrea M Weil, 3731 Hillbrook Ct, Nashville, Tn 37211
Dolores C. Rutherford, 1758 Carmelo Dr, Carmichael, Ca 95608
Lavelle Cox Hogg, 232 New Mexica Dr., Portali^s, NM 88130
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CRAVENS Barbara E. Cook, 1450 Arling Ave., Louisville, Ky 40215
CREASEY Aileen L. Catlett, 213 Byrd Dr, Midwest City, Ok 73110
ChristODher Parke, 3988 Greensburs Rd, Edmonton, Ky 42127
CREEK Betty lou Kingston, 4723 N. Edgewood Dr., Peoria, 11 65615
CROCHETT Dee Doyle , P 0 Box 7357, Tacona, Wa 98406
Carl Locke, R 1, box 70, Brighton, Mo 65617
CURTIS Arta Blonshine, 12184 W Hickory Dr., Ttoise, Id 83704
DAT,E Kenneth W Shirley, R 1 Ba^ 125, Grantville, Ks, 66429
John S. beals, 1325^ Jjabu^mGoti Ave, Chico, ca., 95926
DANIEL Merle E. McNeese, 1108 - 17 Blackhawk Ct. I.H.Grandbury Tx 76048
DARNELL Dorothy B. Wear, MP 0.64 R Ma thews Rd, Wahouqal , Wa 98671
DAVEY Saundra Boice B.ennett, 5024 Ponder i^ve, Boise, Id 83705
DAVIDSON Patricia T. Peterson, 6211 S E 60th Ave, Portland, Or 97206
DAVIS Mrs Leonard E Bartz, R 3 Box 89, Appleton City, Mi, 64724
Merle E IfcNeese, 1185-17 Blacl<liawk Ct., IH, Granbury Tx, 76048
Bererly Bean, 667 Le Baron Ave, Pontiac, Mi 48058
DAWDY Patricia W Lundy, 3130 Caswell Rd, Troy Mi 48084
DEAN Mrs George R. Hull, 518 Fulton St, Kedkuk, Id 52635
DEMUMBRUM Patricia W Lundy, 3130 Caswell Rd, Troy Mi 48084
Vonnell C. Tingle, 221 Franck Ave, Louisville, Ky 40206
DENHAM Mrs Harold R Francis, 4902 S Walcott, Indianapolis, In 46227
DENNNISON Mrs Marshall Dennison, Jr, 919 Waterwood Dr, Nashville, Tn 37220
DICKERSON Margie Gentry, 2795 Etoile Rd, Nt Hermaon, Ky 42157
Sarah R Strader, 3623 Harpers Ferry Dr., Stockton, Ca 95209
DICKENS Mrs George R Hull, 518 Fulton St., Keokuck, lo 52532
John L. Seals, 1325^ Laburnum Ave, Chico, Da. 95926
DICKINSON Gloria Brown, 208 Hurst Dr., Old Hickory, Tn 37138
DICKSON Linda S Jess, 292 S. Main, Bradford, Ma 01835
Beverly Bean, 667 Le Baron Ave, Pontiac Mi 48058






DOVJEUj Beverly Bean:» 657 Le Baron Ave,Pontiac, Mi 45058
DOYEL William L Thcnias, 11167 Old Bowling Green Rd, Smiths Grove, Ky'A2I7T





Ray H Garrison, 848 Braemar Rd, Flossmoor, II 60422
Julia Drane Becker, 389g>Crestmont Dr., Santa Maria, Ca 93455
Betty Lou Kinqton, 4723 N Edqevood Dr., Peoria, II 61615
Susan Doores, 508 N 2nd W. ,Kjsoula, Mont 59802
J B Galloway, 427 N Green St., Glasgow, Ky 42141
Julia Drane Becker, 3890 Crestmont Dr, Santa Maria, Ca 93455
Linda S Jess, 292 S Main, Bradford Ma 01835
Dee Doyle, P 0 Box 7357, Taccroa Was., 98406
Gladys B. Wilson, 128 St Marys Ct., Glasgow, Ky 42141
EAKLE Mrs Harold R.Francis, 4902 S. Walcott, Indianapolis, In 46227
EATON Marjorie West, j017 VJ Hayward Ave., Phoenix, Az 85051
EDWARDS Arta BlonshiWe, 12184 W Hickory Dr., Boise Id 83704
Carolynn Salas, 3400 W Midvalley Rd, Cedar City Ut 84720
John L Beals, 1325^ Laburnum Ave Chico> Ca 95926
EUJCOCK Betty Lou Kington, 4723 Edgewood Dr., Peoria, II 61615
ELLIOCT James R Smith, 1415 N Logan Ave, Danville, II 61832
Beverly A Matthews, 107 N. Orr, Unit A, N'onnal, II 61761
ELLIS Patricia R Schieler, 4223 White Ash Rd, Crystal Lake, II 60014
Arland Binningfield, 6219 Moorhaven Dr.,Louisvilel, Ky 40228
Patricia T Peterson, 6211 S E 60th Ave, Portland, Or 97206
EUORE Cornelia 0 Poque, 303 S Bedelia St., Scottsville, Ky 42164
EMBREE Dee Doyle P 0 Box 7357 , Taccma, Wa 98406
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mORY Mrs Lora Hensley, RjSJ^lr Box 35# Cave CitVr Ky 42127
ERWIN William Garter, 1030 Vista d^l Mar., San Jose, Ca 95132
EUBANK Barbara Eubank Cook, 1450 Arlina Ave., Louisville, Ky 40215
EVANS Mrs Leonard E Bartz, R 3 Box 89, Appleton City Mo 64724
EVANS Lillian Jones, 207 Macfnolia Dr., Hoplcinsville, Ky 42240
FAGALA Betty Lou Kinaton, 4723 N. Edqewood Dr., Peorie, 11 61615
FANT Sarah Harmon, 2701 Cabernet Way, Rancho CordorSrOv 95570
FARRIS Vonnell C Tinglp.- 221 Franch Ave, Louisville, Ky 40206
Nancy F Wills 36S3 Camelot Dr., Annandale, Va 22003
FERGUSON Dororthy Powers Elliott, R # 1, Box 19, Muscatine, Id 52761
FERRELL Patricia W Lxondy, 3130 Caswell Rd, Troy Mi 48084
FERRYMAN Aileen L Catlett, 213 Byrd Drive,Midwast City, Ok 73110
FINNEY Charles W Palmer, Jr, 652 Sherwood Dr, Bowlinq Green, KY 42102
FISHBACK Nancy F. Wills, 3633 Camelot Dr., Annandale, Va., 22003
FISHBURN Julia Drane Becker, 3890 Crestmont Dr., Santa Maria, Ca 93455
FISHER Wanda Hyde Proctor, Star Route Box 410,Lone Grove, Ok 73443
Mrs T E Fisher, Box 653, Dumas Tx 79029
Wanda Ralston Staebler, 3808 Bardstown Rd, Louisville, Ky 40218
Lavelle Cox Hoaa, 232 New Mexico Dr., Portales, N M 88130
FITZGERALD Mrs Carlos Fitzgerald P 0 box 73, Lewiston Mich 49756
FLANAGAN Anna L Newman, 143 WBCU Road, BucWiannon, W V 26201
FORD Dallas Ford Nash, 2515 N W 26, Okla City, Ok 73107
Don Evans Chambliss, 2210 Sharondale Dr, Nashville, Tn 37215
Gloria Wilson Brown, 208 Hurst Drive, Old Hickory Tn 37138
FOSTER W F Coleman, 1137 Greenlea Dr. Marion, Oh 43302
Wanda W. Walters. 1320 S. Oak St., CasDer, Wvo 82601
FOX Phyllis Rhodes, P 0 box 504, OAKLAND, 11 61943
FRANCIS Mrs Harold R Francis, 4902 S. Walcott, Indianapolis, In 46227
I'l-IANKLIN Sandra Gorin, 817 N Race St., Glasgow, Ky 42141
Christopher Park, 3988 Greensburg Rd, Edmonton, Ky 42127
Leona Pace, 1518 Cleveland Ave, Cheyenne, Wyo 82001
FRAZIER Saundra Boice bennett, 5024 Ponder Ave, Boise, Id 83705
FRIEND Lawrence Vance, 3740 Scottsville Re.; Glasgow, Ky 4214 f
FROST Ray H Garrison, 848 Braemar Rd, Flossmoor, 11 60422
GAINES Aileen L Catlett, 213 Byrd Dr, Midwest City, Ok 73110
GATTOWAY Wanda Ralston Staebler, 3808 Bardstown Rd, Louisville, Ky 40208
Mrs Donald E Jordan, 7677 S New Jersey St, Indianapolis, In 46227
J.B.Galloway 427 N green St., Glasgow, Ky 42141
GANO Linda S Jess 292 S. Main St, Bradford, Ma 01835
GARDNER William L Thomas, 11167 Old Bowling Green Rd, aniths Grove, Ky 42171
T.awrence Vance, 3740 Scottsville, Rd, Glasgow, Ky 42141
GARRETT Betty Lou Kington, 4723 N Edgewood Dr., Peoria, 11 61615
Aileen L. Catlett, 213 Byrd Dr, Midwest City, Ok 73110
Evna L. Roe, 19520 ith Ave N.W, Seattle, Wa 98177
GARRISON Ray H Garrison, 848 Braemar Rd Flossmoor-, 11 60422
Beverly Bean 667 LeBaron Ave, Pontiac, Mi 48058
Vonda C Tingle, 221 Franck Ave, Louisille, Ky 40206
GEE Eloise Coats, 3566 Cordone Ct., Ft Worth, Tx 76133
GENTRY Margie Gentry, 2796 Etoile Rd, Mt Hermtm, Ky 42157
Dorothy Powers Elliott, R 1 Box 19, Miiscatine, lo 52761
GIBBS Vera Johnson, 784 S. Paddock Rd, Greenwood, In 46143
Mariory West, 4017 W. Hayward Ave, Phoenix, Az 85051
GIBSON Joanne Swindel McCullough, 8528 Huron River Dr., Union Lake, Mi 48085
Lavelle Cox Hogg, 232 New Mexico Dr, Portales, N.M. 88130
GILBERT Lelah E. Crockett, P 0 Box 4138, West Sedona, Az 86340
GILL Marianna M. Gill, 12713 Brunswich Lane, Boise , Md 20715
Kenneth W Shirley, R 1 Box 125 Grantville, Ks 66429
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GILLIAM Karen McKellips, 825 N W 44, Lavton Ok 73505
GIILOCK Julian Steenbergen, 8402 2ier Rd, Yakiriia, Was 98908




GLAZEBROOK Patricia R Schieller, 4223 White Ash Rd, Crystal LaA'a, II 60014
GT.OVER Dee Doylf?, P 0 Box 7357 , Tacoma 98406
Mrs George R Hull, 518 Fulton St, Keokuk, lo 52632




Don R Jackson, 1514 Symons, Laramie Wyo 82070
Sandra Gorin, 817A N race St., Glasgov, Ky 42141
Leona Pace, 1515 Cleveland Ave, Cheyennne Wyo 82001
Phyllis Rhodes, P 0 Box 504, Oakland, II 61943
Beverly A Matthevs, 107 N Orr Unit A, Normal II 61761
Lavon D Hanning, 5043 119th Ave S E, Bellevue V^^as 98006
Charles W Palmer, Jr 652 Shen^ood Dr, Bowling Green, Ky 42102
Williain L T!ianas; 11167 Olo Bowling Gr^^en Rd, Smiths Grove, Ky 42171











Merle E McNeese, 1185 - 17 Blackhawk Ct.,Granbury, Tx 76048
Merle E McNeese^ 1185-17 Blackhavk Ct I H, Granbury Tx 76048
Anna L Newman, 143 WBUC Rd, Buckhannon, W V 26201
Frank Corum, 750 Daybreak Dr., Hanson, Ky 42413
Nina B. Pool, 511 E Porfcr-land St., Springfield, Mo 65807
Jean Griffin, 1010 Reading Rd Box 50 F, Mason Oh 45040
Julian Steenbergen, 8402 Zier Rd, Yakima, V>'a. 98908
GUFFEY Gary D Smith, General Delivery , Eminence, Miss»ouri -.f35466
Vera Johnston, 784 S. Paddock Rd., Greenv.'ood, In 46143
Saundra Boice Bennett, 5024 Ponder A'-'e, Boise Id 83705
Frank Corum, 750 Daybreak Dr, Hanson^Ky 42413
Lavelle Cox Hogg, 232 New Mexico Dr., Portales N M 88130
Clara House, 2330 Delaware, Cleveland Hts Oh 44106
Leona Pace, 1518 Cleveland Ave, Cheyenne, V^o 82001
Arlene Turner, 6438 Burkesville rd, Glasgow, Ky 42141
Don R Jackson, 1514 Symons, Laramie Wy 82070
HARDING Betty Lou Kington, 4723 N Edgevood Dr., Peoria II 61615
HARGRAVE William G carter, 1030 Vista D^-^l Mar, San Jose, Ca 95132
HARLAN(D) DorothyB Wear, MFC e-H'/ Matthews Rd, Wa^ougal V/a 98671
Frank Corum, 750 Daybreak Dr., Hanson, Ky 42413
HARLOW Den Evan Chambliss, 2210 Sharondale Dr., Nashville, Tn. 37215
Robert L Bailey, 3124 N W 16th Ave, Gainesville, F1 32605
Lawrence Vance, 3740 Scottsville Rd., Glasgow, Ky 42141
I'ARRIS Betty Lou Kington, 4723 N. Edgevood Dr., Peoria, II 61615
Nancy B. Weller, P 0 Box 843, Va Beach, Va 23451
Beverly A Matthews, 107 Orr Unit A, Normal, II fel7^





Sandra Harmon, 2701 Caberru^'t Wav, Rancho Cordor-i, Ca 95670
Christopher Parke, 3988 Greensburg Rd, Edmonton, Ky 42127
HATFIELD Joanne Swindell McCullough, 8528 Huron R-iver Dr., Union Lake Mi 48085
hawk Dolores C Rutherford, 1758 Carmelo Dr., Carmichael, Ca 95608
HEETER Charles W Palmer Jr, 652 Sherwood Dr., Bowling Green Ky 42102
HENDERSON Sandra Harmon, 2701 Cabernet Wav Rancho Cordora, Ca 95670
HKi\'?=^T,EY I>Dn R Ji'ckson, 1514 Symons, Laramie Wy 82070








Hazeldean Clark Ballard, P 0 Box 140, Vina Ca 96092
Lelah E Crockett, P 0 Box 4138 West Sedona, Az 86340
Emilv Frank Clarke 608 Columbia Ave Lexington, Ky 40508
Rosemary /7awood, 5509 W Higgins, Chicago, II 60630
Mary Ed Chamberlain, 224 W. Washington, Glsgo*:._ ! 42141
Patricia R Schieler, 4223 WhitgAsh Rd, Crystal Lake, II 60014
Susan Metzen, 5815 Hemlock, Gread Bend, Ks 67530
75
HoGG-HOGUE Wanda Hyde Proctor, Star Rt Box 410, Lone Grove, Ok 73443
Cornelia 0 Pogije, 303 S. Bedelia St., Scotts\dlle, Ky 42164
HOHIMER Vjilliam R Wyatt , 1511 W 5th St 0\/ensboro, Kv 42301
HOLDER Cornelia C ?ogue, 303 S Bedelia St., Scottsville, Ky 42164
HOT ,T AND Patricia W Lundy, 3130 Caswell r^"!, Troy Mi 48034
HOLLEY Lena D B McMillan, R 1 Box 890 Gilmer Tx 75544
HCOD Margie Gentry, 2795 EtoileRd, Mt Hermon, Ky 42157
HOUCH1N Patricia W Lundy, 3130 Casv;ell Rd, Troy Mi 48084
HOWARD PHYLLIS Rhodes, P 0 Box :i(".4, Oakland, 11 61943
Wanda W Walters, 1320 S Oak St, Casper VJyo 82601
Frank Corum, 750 Daybreak Dr., Hanson, Ky 42413
Olean H Garrett, 702 Leslie Ave, Glasgow, Ky 42141
HOWE Carl Locke, R 1 Box 70, Brighton, Mpo 65617
HUDSPETH Margie Gentry, 2796 Etoile Rd, Mt Hermon, Ky 42157
HUFFMAN Dolores C Rutherford 1758 Carmelo Dr Carmichael Ca 95608
HUFFMAN Eloise Coats 3566 Cardone Ct, Ft Worth 76133
Arland Benningfield, 6219 Moorhave Dr Louisville, Ky 40228
Mrs David E Jordan, 7617 S New Jersey St, Indianapoli.-' In 46227
Rebecc Hilbert, 1030 Covington Rd Apt D Columbus 0 43229
Nancy F Wills, 3633 Camelot Dr, Annandale, Va 22003
HUGGINS William P Durreman R 4 Box 262 Lebanon, Ko 65536
HUMPHREY William L Thomas 11167 Old Bowling Green Rd, Smiths Grove, Ky 42171
Joanne Swindell McCullouqh, 8528 Huron River Dr Union Lake, Mi 48085
HUNT Julian Steenbergen, 8402 Zier Rd, Yakima Wa 98908
Nancy F. Wills, 3633 Camelot Dr., Annandale, Va 22003
Wand Hyde Proctor Star rc Box 410 Lone Grove 0^ 73443






Vonne"!_ C Tingle, 221 Franck Ave, Louisville, Kv 40206
Mrs Harold R Francis 4902 S Wallcott Indianapolis In 46227
Delia Ford Nash 2515 N W 26 Okla City Ok 73107
Nell E Ruby :< 1 Box 272 Irons Mich 49644
R Steven Richey R 1 Box 43K Farmer City II 61842
JAGGERS
JAMES Beverly A Matthews 107 N Orr, Unit A Normal, II 61761
Nina B Pool 511 E Portland St Sprinqfilels Missour/ 65807
Sophia Wright, 8604 Smithton Rd, Louisville Ky 40219
JAMESON
JETT
Margaret L Hill P 0 Box 236 Mollusk, Va 22517
JENNINGS William L Thomas 11167 Old Bowling Green rc Smiths Grove Ky 42171
JESS Linda S Jess 292 S Main Bradford Ma 01835
Carl Locke R 1 Box 70 Brighton Mo 65617
JEWELL Sandra Harmon 2701 Cabernet Wav Rancho Cordora Ca 95670
J B Galloray 427 N Green St Glasgow Ky 42141
Cordelia 0 Pogue 303 S Bedelia St Scottsville Ky 42164
Mrs Edw C Hamilton l.ill Florida Ave Palm Harbor F1 34683
JOBE
JOHNS
Beverly Bean 667 LeBartvi h\y: Pontiac Mi 48058
Patricia R Schieler 4223 White Ash Rd Crystal Lake, II 60014
JOHNSON William L Thomas 11167 Old Bowling Green Rd Smiths Grove Ky 42171
Clara Houser 2330 Deleware Cleveland Hts Oh 44106
Patricia W Lundy 3130 Caswell Rd Troy Mi 48084
JOT7E5"
JORDAN
Margaret J Kelley 731 So Woodlaw Wichita Ks 67218
Basel s Kinsiow zi Jjock^rooa ut' New Aioany in
Karen McKellips 825 N W 44 Lav/ton Ok 73505
Beverly A Matthews 107 N Orr «'nit A Normalll 61761
Frank Corum 750 Daybreak Dr Hanson Ky 42413
Lillian Jones 207 Magnolia dr Hopkinsville Ky 422^0
Beverly A Matthews 107 N Orr Unit A Normal II 61761
Lon Bostick 4465 Cadiz Rd Hopkinsville Ky 42240








^ ^ *WAofrv ^Tiese^ SAoM &[>m&:
WH12REAS, The greatness of America and this Canmonwealth is founded
upon appreciation of our heritage and is uniquely
represented by our historic architecture; and,
WHRRBAS, These architectural landmarks symbolize the ideas and
events that have shaped our great state and have beccxne
an inspiration to the people of Kentucky, giving them a
sense of regional and personal identity and providing
them with physical reminders of their past; and,
WHEREAS, The architectural fabric of the Commonwealth is an
expression of cultural traditions that reveal the
handiwork and talent of Kentucky craftsmen, artisans,
architects and builders and represents the creative
spirit of Kentuckians; and,
WHERRAS, National Historic Preservation Week 1990 is an
opportunity for Kentuckians to celebrate with other
communities across the nation and to declare their
commitment to protect our architectural heritage; and,
WHKRFAS, "Keeping America's Heritage Alive" is the theme for
Preservation Week 1990, co-sponsored by the Office of
Historic properties, the Kentucky Heritage Council and
the local preservation and neighborhood organizations
throughout the Commonwealth;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, WALLACE G. WILKINSON, Governor of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, do hereby proclaim the month of May, 1990 as
HISTORIC PRESERVATION MONTH
in Kentucky and call upon the people of the Commonwealth
to recognize and participate in this special observance.
DONE AT THE CAPITOL, in the City of
Frankfort, this the 11th day of
April, in the year of Our Lord One
Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety and in








Membership is open to anyone interested in the history of the
South Central Kentucky area, centering around Barren County.
Annual dues are now $10.00.
TRACES, the society's quarterly publication is received by
all members. It is published seasonally; Spring, Summer,
Fall, and Winter. Members joining during the year will
receive the past issues of that year.
Contributions are earnestly solicited. Family genealogies,
marriage, Bible, will and probate, cemetery, court and other
records are all acceptable. You will be listed as the con
tributor on all material you submit.
Queries are accepted only from members, without limit, and
will be published as space permits. Queries should be
limited to about fifty words each.
Books to be reviewed in "TRACES' must be sent with information
as to the cost, including postage, and from whom the book
may be obtained. Books become the property ot the society
library. Books should have some Kentucky interest. Reviews
will be published as space permits.
Exchange of "TRACES" with other societies or publications
is acceptable and welcome.
Meetings are held monthly, except December, at the Mary Wood
WeldOn^Memorial Library, College Street, Glasgow, Ky. The
meetings, held on the fourth Thursday, begin at 7:00 P.M.
CST. Interesting and informative programs are planned
for each meeting and your supportive attendance is always
welcome .
Back Issues of the publication are available. Our supplies
of the following issues are all gone: (Vol 1, Nos 1-4 (1973);
Vol 2, Nos 1-4 (1974); Vol 3. Nos 1 and 4 (1975); Vol 4, Nos 4
(1976); Vol 5, No 1 (1977); Vol 6, No 2 (1978); Vol 9, Nos 1-4
(1981); Vol 10, Nos 16t 2 (1982); Vol 12, No 2 (1984). All
others may be purchased as long as the supply lasts at $3.00
each. Bach issues will be mailed with our regular quarterly
mailing,
Correspondence of any type that requires a reply should
always contain a seIf-addressed, stamped envelope. Address
all mailings to the society to;: South Central Kentucky
Historical and Genealogical Society, Inc., P.O. Box 80,
Glasgow, Ky. 42141-0080.
NEITHER "TRACES" NOR THE EDITOR ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR
OPINIONS OR ERRORS OF FACTS OR JUDGMENT EXPRESSED BY THE
CONTRIBUTORS. ERRORS BROUGHT TO OUR ATTENTION WILL BE
CORRECTED AS SPACE PERMITS.
SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY
HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY, INC.








ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED Non-Profit
Organization
THIRD CLASS MAIL
